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Creative geotechnical Solutions for R
 enovating the
Dresden Old Masters Picture Gallery in the Zwinger
Part 1: Foundations for a new Freight Elevator
Jens Jähnig and Annett Geppert
Renovating the Old Masters Picture Gallery in the east wing of
the Zwinger in Dresden also represents a sophisticated task in
geotechnical terms. Part 1 of this report provides a few brief
general details on the renovation project. It then deals with
how the piles required for the freight elevator were installed.
The tricky subsoil, conservation and the fact that the museum
had to remain open were special challenges.
Geotechnics • Foundations • Piling • Subsoil •
Conservation • Construction operation
Geotechnics and Energy

12 Creating an innovative geothermal Point Heating
System
Damian Schink

The availability of points during the winter months is of key significance for rail services running smoothly. In order to ensure that
the switch blades, the moving parts of switches, do not freeze,
they are kept free of snow and ice by means of heating systems.
Apart from conventional electric and gas-operated heating systems a geothermal switch heating system that does not require
an external power source is now available, which is approved by
the Federal Railway Authority in Germany (EBA). This new technology opens the way for energy-conscious and low-cost heating.
Geotechnics • Energy • Geothermics • Rail infrastructure •
Innovation • Reducing cost
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18 Gotthard Base Tunnel:

The Sedrun Shaft Hoisting Resources
Part 1: Tunnel Construction Phase
Michael Flender
The 57 km long Gotthard Base Tunnel was produced in five
contract sections with three intermediate points of attack. The
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Sedrun intermediate point of attack consists of two blind shafts
some 820 m deep, which could only be reached via a roughly one
kilometre long access tunnel. The complex, tricky general conditions and the high demands placed on the availability of the shaft
hoisting system were and still are a particular challenge for building and operating the facilities. This report in Part 1 deals with
constructing and operating the shaft hoisting system in the form
of a rock, material and manriding shaft and installations to cool
the air in the Faido tunnel section during the excavation phase.
Part 2 examines the dismantling and modification of the shafts
and the functions of the ultimate hoisting facilities in the Sedrun
shafts during the rail tunnel’s operational phase.
Tunnelling • Shaft construction • Switzerland • Suppliers •
Shaft hoisting • Air cooling
Mining and Tunnelling

28 Innovative Crossover TBM Excavation at the
Grosvenor Coal Mine in Australia
Liz Stone and Desiree Willis

A coal mine in Australia is the first in the nation to utilize Tunnel
Boring Machines (TBM) for mine access. The highly successful
debut of mechanized mining at the Anglo American Coal Mine
ultimately achieved rates 14 times faster than the traditionally
used roadheader method. Not only that, but the TBM was a
unique type of hybrid machine known as a Crossover (XRE)
TBM – capable of excavating in both hard rock and EPB modes. This paper will discuss the challenges and triumphs of the
Crossover TBM excavation at the Grosvenor Coal Mine, and the
potential for TBM usage in mines worldwide.
Mining • Tunnelling • Australia • TBM • Coal • Innovation
Mining

34 Kazakhstan: Driving Headings at great Depths in
tricky Rock in a Chrome Ore Mine
Sergej Hübscher, Franz Stangl, Eugen Hoppe,
Werner Eisfeld and Olaf Schmidt

The chrome ore reserves in Kazakhstan are numbered among
the biggest and richest anywhere in the world. Tricky geological conditions involving major convergences have to be
countered by heading technology tried-and-tested in Germany. Towards this end, two German mining enterprises founded a subsidiary in Kazakhstan in 2011. In October 2012, it was
awarded a contract for driving 4,150 m of headings. On August
15, 2013, initial blasting took place at a depth of some 900 m
for the “Producing a headway at level –480 m at the ‘10th Anniversary of Kazakhstan’s Independence Mine’ project”. Following a difficult start-up phase in 2013 and a good start to
2014, around 1,250 m of heading with bends, station areas and
roadway junctions had been produced until Mid April 2015.
Mining • Kazakhstan • Ore mining • Road heading • NATM
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40 Selecting Parameters of Cutter-Loader

Drums for specific Operating Conditions
A. Zich, Yu. N. Linnik and V. Yu. Linnik

Cutting-loading machines that are currently manufactured
have capabilities consistent with the averaged operating conditions. Therefore, sometimes, especially when coal beds contain difficult-to-break dirt beds and large hard inclusions, capability of cutter-loaders falls short of the standards accepted for
the machine output, dynamic load, coal sizing and reliability.
This is in some measure justified in case of a low face output.
However, in longwalling or horizon-face mining, it is required to
select each cutting-loading machine individually, from the view
point of both enhancement of productivity and improvement
of coal sizing. This first of all relates to cutting bits that come in
direct contact with coal and generate overall and dynamic loading of the machine. In connection with this, the research has
been undertaken aimed at creation of database on coal cuta-

bility on the one hand and at development of a procedure and
programme support for choosing parameters of working organs
of cutter-loaders meant for specific operating conditions.
Mining • Coal • Cutter-Loader • Database •
Cutability • Parameter analysis • Programme support
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45 Bringing the Benefits of Mobile Computing
to the Mining Industry
Christian Funk

Mining is an industry in transition. Mobile technology can
help to increase the efficiency and to acquire and relay data
from anywhere. Thus, mobile computers and tablets have to
address mobile computing requirements in harsh environments.
Mining • Efficiency • Internet of things • Supplier • Equipment • Mobile computing
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High-performance jumbo of the latest generation in operation at the Mähringer Berg
limestone mine near Ulm. The Sachtleben
Mining Services GmbH as contractor is providing what is known as “full service” embracing all production and maintenance operations underground on behalf of the client.
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German Expertise for securing
Natural Resources
Dr. Martin Wedig, CEO of the German Association of International Mining and Mineral Resources (FAB)

“The industrial value creation chain requires a
continuous and reliable raw material supply in
the long term. German mining activities abroad
actively contribute towards securing natural resources for Germany and the European Union.
We aim to nurture and encourage them as well
as continuing to expand medium-sized mining
enterprises at home and abroad in keeping with
requirements”.

FAB Companies providing for the
Raw Materials Industry
FAB companies provide services for raw materials
projects. Their experience can be attributed to mining
resources in Germany, for which they feature prominently when compared internationally when it comes
to lignite and hard coal, potassium and rock salt, industrial minerals and building materials. The working
spectrum ranges from preparing prospecting activities,
geological recordings by way of the development of
mining operations embracing all project phases right
up to exploiting areas temporarily required for mining
put to subsequent use. Domestic natural resources production is also trail-blazing for developing technologies and techniques, methods and processes, which are
recognized as leading the field worldwide in addition
to the aspect of pure raw materials supply. Furthermore experiences from numerous foreign projects
are obtained by FAB member companies, especially
in the case of raw materials, which are no longer or
only inadequately, produced in Germany. The industrial value creation chain requires in the long term a
reliable, continuous supply of raw materials – which
includes qualitative and price-related aspects of raw
materials provision. This applies especially to products
made from raw materials, which we use every day and
are also exported and to natural resources, which assure the safeguarding of the infrastructure and power
supplies in Germany. Industry, the federal government,
federations and institutions are jointly forging ahead
with the government’s 2010 raw materials strategy in a
practical manner. Companies and banks are constantly
examining new natural resources projects and tackling them positively. The FAB represents the contact
point for companies engaged in international mining
and raw materials and concentrates on ensuring that
its network partners are provided with the appropriate
knowledge and backup.
Wedig:
German Expertise for securing Natural Resources

Reliable raw Materials Provision
only functions when one is involved
The world’s raw materials requirements are constantly
growing (including raw materials needed for high-tech
applications in Germany). Procurement costs have risen
in comparison to previous years (trade, transport, logistics, transparency, etc.). We are registering high volatility regarding prices on the various natural resources
markets). Interest in actively securing raw materials will
again grow owing to these factors of influence, once if
it is clear that the current low price phase for them is
coming to an end and that steeply rising raw materials
prices can be anticipated in the years ahead once more.
Predictions relating to “how”, “what” and “to which
extent” however, differ. Company preferences are extremely varied and usually depend on company targets
with an eye to the given core business. This is not the
sole reason why German industry still displays a certain
amount of reserve with regard to securing raw materials
through mining activities at home and abroad. At the
same time there are a large number of international raw
materials projects, for which a priori German expertise
is provided for planning, development and construction
purposes. The many shaft building projects in which
German firms are involved abroad are prime examples.

GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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The companies in Germany using raw materials are
first and foremost concentrating on commercial markets. Mining involvements elsewhere are usually avoided normally on account of a lack of essential knowledge
in mining issues, the risks associated with mining and
the high costs. In times of ever increasing prices, however, commercial partnerships provide a solution; diversifying sources of supply as well as established delivery
contracts only to a limited extent however. It can be
stated that against the background of rising raw materials prices, which are primarily caused by consumer centres in Asia, above all by China and India, it will only
be possible to safeguard raw materials reliably by actual
involvement in mining in other countries.

Exploiting FAB Expertise Cycles
German industry contemplating foreign involvement in
order to secure its raw materials supplies, finds a responsive partner in the FAB – with its strategic and consistently developed expertise cycles and strategies based
on practical experience to undertake and execute economic activities on the natural resources sector abroad.
Towards this end, FAB companies through their expertise provide necessary services for foreign raw materials
projects. This embraces essential fields of competence
such as for instance, applied geosciences, analyses of
countries and projects suitable for raw materials as well
as studies, the establishing of geoscientific information
systems and data banks, sustainability measures – in
keeping with the aspired threefold target: man, industry and environment. This applies especially to health
care and mine safety, enhancing efficiency and rehabilitation, environmental and water conservation as well as
resources and radiation protection, preparation, transport and marketing, mine closure and redevelopment,
recultivation and monitoring as well as instruction and
further training.
Together with our partners, the worldwide network
of German Chambers of Commerce (AHKs), the BDI
(Federation of German Industries), the BGR (Federal
Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources) and
the German Mineral Resources Agency (DERA), the
VDMA (German Engineering Association) and the
federal and regional ministries dealing with raw materials issues currently a large number of initiatives are
being appraised to make it easier once again for German firms to become involved in mining abroad. Making available non-tied loans with federal guarantees
contributes towards safeguarding the financing of raw

GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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materials projects in other countries. The federal government’s exploration promotion programme, which
was started in 2013, will wind up this year. Follow-up
programmes are under discussion. A natural resources
strategy was established at EU level. It is intended to
improve exploitation of domestic raw materials and access to critical resources. Funds are currently once again
available for raw materials mining projects within the
framework of the EU innovation partnership. Raw
materials partnerships with Chile, Peru, Mongolia and
Kazakhstan as well as bilateral agreements with Canada
facilitate engaging in natural resources projects there in
future.
Financing projects via companies listed on the stock
market can for example be undertaken in Toronto. In
Santiago de Chile a competence centre for mining issues was set up as a contact point for German companies. The framework conditions for engaging in foreign
mining activities are steadily improving. We, the FAB,
are seeking further fellow campaigners in this quest,
who are also prepared to contribute their expertise
within our entire network to their own advantage.
All the best and Glückauf,
Yours,
Dr. Martin Wedig

German Association of International
Mining and Mineral Resources (FAB)
in the
VRB e. V. (Association of Raw Materials
and Mining Inc.)
The FAB is the organization representing German
companies mining abroad in Germany. Established over 30 years ago, the FAB looks after the
industry-related interests of its members most of
whom are based in Germany vis-à-vis politics, industry and the public.

Contact
Dr. Martin Wedig, CEO
Fachvereinigung Auslandsbergbau und internationale Rohstoffaktivitäten in der VRB
FAB
Am Schillertheater 4
10625 Berlin
www.consulting-fab.de

Wedig:
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Creative geotechnical Solutions for
Renovating the Dresden Old Masters
Picture Gallery in the Zwinger
Part 1: Foundations for a new Freight Elevator
Dipl.-Ing (FH) Jens Jähnig and Dipl.-Geol. Annett Geppert, Jähnig GmbH, Dorfhain, Germany
Renovating the Old Masters Picture Gallery in the
east wing of the Zwinger in Dresden also represents a sophisticated task in geotechnical terms.
Part 1 of this report provides a few brief general
details on the renovation project. It then deals
with how the piles required for the freight elevator were installed. The tricky subsoil, conservation and the fact that the museum had to remain
open were special challenges.
Geotechnics • Foundations • Piling • Subsoil •
Conservation • Construction Operation

General
The Jähnig GmbH Company located in the Dresden
region was commissioned to carry out geotechnical
work for renovating the Dresden Old Masters Picture
Gallery in the Zwinger (Fig. 1). The contract embraced
providing the foundations for a new freight elevator as
well as a tunnel enlargement with the necessary grouting for establishing an underground museum passage
(Fig. 2). The contract was rather out of the ordinary
owing to the fact that the world famous historic build-

ing in Dresden is protected and that the museum had to
stay open during these activities.
This part of the report will provide some general
information on renovating the Dresden Old Masters
Picture Gallery (please see box) and deals with executing the geotechnical work for foundations for a
new freight elevator. Subsequent parts of the report
will tackle the grouting programme and enlarging the
tunnel to accommodate an underground museum passage.

Position of the Freight Elevator and
Foundation Concept
The structural measures serve among others things to
improve the building’s infrastructure. A stairway and a
new freight elevator are to be used to safety transport
the fragile and valuable works of art. Towards this end,
the part of the building housing the former armoury
was gutted over several floors (Fig. 3).
These redevelopment measures impact on the
existing foundations and base plates. Residues from
crumbled sandstone and concrete mortar, fills from
weak silty sediments, unconsolidated river gravels and
sands as well as intermittent layers consisting of loam,

Fig. 1: Semperbau – Semper Gallery in the Zwinger’s east wing in Dresden
Source: © Alexander – Fotolia

Jähnig and Geppert:
Dresden Old Masters Picture Gallery in the Zwinger – Part 1: Foundations for a Freight Elevator
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Planning and Preparing
the Foundation Work

Fig. 2: Plan view of the east wing of the Zwinger showing the location of the freight
elevator and the tunnel
Source: Designer Sunder-Plassmann and SIB NL D1, drawing modified by Jähnig GmbH

however, only provide a weak basis for this purpose at
the far end of the east wing.
It was essential to carry out measures to improve the
subsoil and upgrade the existing foundations. Deep
foundation work in the more stable subsurface was the
solution. As a result of structural planning, it was decided to install 31 GEWI pressure piles with 60 mm
diameter and lengths of up to 12 m.

A special technical concept had to be devised for the
commissioned pile foundation work within the building’s interior – in constricted rooms and while the museum was still open to visitors. First of all, the task called
for a powerful drilling unit, which was also low-noise,
low in vibrations and produced little dust. Secondly,
the situation on the spot required an extraordinary and
clever logistical solution so that the drilling unit could
be transported to its workplace.
The area for the former armoury only measured
about 7.5 x 8.5 m. In some places the points where drilling was executed were only 5 cm away from the wall.
The low ceiling heights in the neighbouring rooms represented a further restriction. There a clear maximum of
only 4 m was available for installing 12 m long anchors.
Demands on the drill rig were extremely high on account of the unfavourable combination of tricky subsoil, constricted local conditions and the ongoing influx
of visitors to the museum. It had to be small, compact
and versatile, powerful at considerable depths given
major drilling diameters, low-noise and dust-reducing.
The cellar drill rig from the Hütte Bohrtechnik GmbH,
Olpe/D, fulfilled these requirements. Equipped with
an electric motor and preventer to reduce dust the unit
is supplied with power by a generator set up on the construction site installation yard outside the building. In
this way, an undisturbed, clean working environment in
the premises was provided.

Renovating the Dresden Old Masters Picture Gallery

The Sächsische Immobilien- und Baumanagement SIB is undertaking a gradual renovation of the Dresden Old Masters Picture Gallery in the Zwinger in conjunction with the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, which will last a number of years. Structural and
technical reasons led to this basic redevelopment of the building originally set up in 1855 according to plans by Gottfried Semper.
Escapeways as are prescribed today and handicapped accessibility have to be created, serious structural, climatic and technical defects
must be eradicated and the infrastructure enhanced. Visitors and art works are due to profit from the renovation scheme.
In order to increase the art enjoyment factor, an essentially new exhibition concept was developed for the gallery building in
the Zwinger, which was rebuilt after World War II. The concept is exceptional in architectural terms also involving geotechnical
and structural challenges. It calls for an underground passage integrated in the exhibition premises in the basement as well as a new
freight elevator. During the redevelopment phase, the museum is to remain open as usual apart from some restrictions caused by
building. Many masterpieces such as Raffael’s “Sistine Madonna”, Giorgione’s “Sleeping Venus”, Correggio’s “Holy Night”, Cranach’s
“St. Catharine Altarpiece”, Vermeer’s “Girl reading a Letter” and Bellotto’s “View of Dresden” attract more than half a million visitors annually.

GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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Fig. 3: Section through the east stairway with presentation of the new facilities. The base plate and the foundation in the
basement were revamped.
Source: Section 5-5, Designer Sunder-Plassmann Architekten and SIB NL D1

The flexible kinematics enabled several drill holes to
be sunk from one point. The drilling depth turned out
to be no problem for the powerful rotating head in spite
of casing and 200 mm drilling diameter. The telescopic
carriage created the necessary prior condition so that
work could also progress given low ceiling heights. The
Hütte Type HBR 202 E drill rig weighing almost 8 t
was hoisted through a window into the Semperbau interior with a great deal of sensitivity millimetre by millimetre (Fig. 4).

further restricted the construction space calling for a
high degree of flexibility and coordination. Fig. 5 depicts the drill rig in use and Fig. 6 the construction site
yard outside the building.
Fig. 4: Hoisting the drill rig through one of the Semperbau’s windows by mobile crane
Source: Jähnig GmbH, Photographer: Robert Michael

Executing the Foundation Work
These activities were undertaken in August 2014. Three
weeks were available for construction.
The old base plate was initially left in position and
drilled through at the selected application points. As
a result, a stable subsurface was available for man and
machine and the gutting process afforded better application points for the drill rig. The existing wall had to
be tackled by other trades at particularly narrow points
in some cases so that 30 cm minimal construction space
was created. Activities of other trades at the same time
Jähnig and Geppert:
Dresden Old Masters Picture Gallery in the Zwinger – Part 1: Foundations for a Freight Elevator
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Fig. 5: Drill rig in action
Source: Jähnig GmbH, Photographer: Jens Peschke

Fig. 6: Construction site yard outside the building. The material for the site and other
requirements were provided through an
open window.
Source: Jähnig GmbH, Photographer: Jens Peschke

The drill holes were cased. The resultant cuttings had
to be laboriously removed by hand on account of the
restricted amount of space available using shovels and
filled into a transport kibble, which was then t ransferred
through a window to the site installation yard. The site
installation yard also supplied the necessary power via a
generator, a compressor and grouting station.
During installation as a result of the subsurface, there
was the recurring problem that the drill hole flooded
thus preventing the pile being sunk at the proper depth.
The know-how and years of experience possessed by the
drilling crew rectified this (Fig. 7). The desired success
was attained thanks to a combination of subsurface,
suitable drilling tool and experienced drillmasters.
The up to 12 m long GEWI steel bars were installed in part sections that were glanded and subsequently grouted (Fig. 8) on account of their weight of
180-odd kg and the in some cases low ceiling heights.
The next step after removal of the old base plate involved the installing of the pile neck reinforcements

Fig. 7: The drilling crew exactly controlling the drilling
process via remote control

and anchor heads at the appropriate level. In this way
all prerequisites for producing the new base plate were
fulfilled.

Conclusion
The first construction section of the contract in the historic location of Dresden represented a special challenge –
both in technological as well as logistical terms. Creativity and know-how were essential at all times for every
step. The Jähnig GmbH successfully accomplished this
initial construction section. Further parts of this report
will be devoted to the second construction section, the
tunnel enlargement.

References
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Fig. 8: Installing anchors given low ceiling heights
Source: Jähnig GmbH, Photographer: Jens Peschke

Source: Jähnig GmbH, Photographer: Jens Jähnig
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Creating an innovative geothermal
Point Heating System
Dipl.-Ing. Damian Schink, Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH, Dinslaken, Germany

The availability of points during the winter
months is of key significance for rail services running smoothly. In order to ensure that the switch
blades, the moving parts of switches, do not
freeze, they are kept free of snow and ice by means
of heating systems. Apart from conventional electric and gas-operated heating systems a geothermal switch heating system that does not require
an external power source is now available, which is
approved by the Federal Railway Authority in Germany (EBA). This new technology opens the way
for energy-conscious and low-cost heating.
Geotechnics • Energy • Geothermics •
Rail infrastructure • Innovation • Reducing Cost

Fig. 1: Schematic presentation of the geothermal point heating system
1 Heat transmitted zone:
The working medium CO2 condenses in the heat exchangers and passes energy on in the form of heat.
2 Transport zone:
The working medium CO2 is distributed horizontally to the heat exchangers.
3H
 eat reception zone:
The working medium CO2 vaporizes in the heat tube as a result of the transmitted natural heat.

1 Introduction
For decades now Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH has
made rail services safe in winter thanks to point heating
systems. The latest development is a geothermal point
heating system, which operates entirely on its own
without emitting CO2 and without an external source
of power for heating purposes. This novel point heating system attains a high degree of energy efficiency by
technically exploiting what is known as a heat pipe.
The key to this efficiency is the utilization of the
earth’s heat close to the surface by a natural process,
latent heat transfer with the aid of CO2-technology.
The natural circulation of the working medium CO2,
which depends solely on the difference in temperature
between the point and the ground, enables the point to
be heated without circulation pumps and control elements.
This technical concept exerts an enormous influence
on the system’s life cycle costs (LCC). The energy costs
account for the major proportion of the costs for operating conventional point heating systems. In the case
of geothermal heating these energy costs no longer play
a part. In addition by dispensing with active control
elements and delivery pumps both the operating costs
as well as the deployment of personnel and spare parts
are positively influenced. By operating the geothermal
point heating system with the working medium CO2,
the groundwater is left unaffected as CO2 is classified
as not hazardous to water in accordance with the regulations governing substances that are harmful to water
(VwVwS) from July 27, 2005. As a result geothermal
point heating systems can even operate in water protection areas. No environmental damage is caused by using
this working medium should leaks occur in the system.

2 Operating Principle
The heat pipe (thermo siphon) represents the technical
principle for the point heating system, in which CO2
circulates as the working medium. As Fig. 1 shows on
the one hand, the heat pipe exploits the source of energy, in other words the earth’s heat close to the surface, and on the other, ensures that the point is kept
free of snow and ice in its critical zone in conjunction
with the heat exchangers. The working medium’s phase
transition between liquid and vapour phase represents
the basis for transporting the latent heat. It facilitates a
point heating system, which caters for the permanent
availability of railways without externally provided energy.
GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
www.georesources.net
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The working medium CO2 is transferred into the
heat pipe with such pressure that its boiling point within the system corresponds to the temperature prevailing within the ground. In the system’s state of rest it is
prevalent in both aggregate states (liquid and gaseous)
within the heat pipe. The heat pipe is formed from the
probe together with the heated components within the
geothermal point heating system. As soon as the temperature of the components being heated drops below
the ground temperature, the CO2 in the heatable slide
chairs and the heat exchangers in the sleeper bays starts
to condense. The resultant partial drop in pressure
causes the liquid CO2 in the probe set in the ground
to begin boiling and to rise to the point components in
the form of vapour, where it recondenses. This circuit
persists for as long as the point components being heated remain colder than the ground. The heat needed for
the heating process is transferred latently. Energy is absorbed by the part of the system located in the ground
by means of condensation through the phase transition
from liquid to gaseous state and again transferred in the
form of heat (phase transition from gaseous to liquid)
to the part to be found on the point. The process occurring in the heat pipe represents a circuit, which is
only driven as far as its intensity is concerned by the difference in temperature between the ground and point
temperature maintained by the force of gravity. This
enables the working medium to be circulated without
pumping and without supplying external energy.

3 Technology
The main components for the geothermal point heating system are:
▶▶ Depth probe
▶▶ Heatable slide chairs
▶▶ Heat transfer for the sleeper bays (Fig. 2)
The depth probe, installed in the ground consists of a
bundle of independent probe shafts (heat pipes). Each
probe shaft represents an independent closed system together with the connected heat exchangers (heat pipe).
The depth probe’s length is governed by the required
heating rate and the metrological and geological circumstances.
In order to ensure that the point blade is capable
of executing all movements even when there is ice and
snow, heatable slide chairs and heat exchangers are
placed in the sleeper bays at the blade. Each of their sections is provided with a depth probe shaft for redundancy reasons. These are always retained in a positive
temperature range by condensation of the CO2 in both
heated components causing the snow and ice in the gap
between the blade and stock rail to melt.
Pintsch Aben geotherm devised the heatable slide
chairs particularly for this application. The basis is
formed by the conventional design with inner tension
with additional condensers applied to the left and right
of the sliding surface. The condensers serve to transfer
heat. The two condensers form a unit together with the
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Fig. 2: Technical setup of the geothermal switch heating system

slide chair as a single casting. Only in this way it is possible to provide optimal heat transference from the condenser to the slide chair’s sliding surface and to the blade
rail and stock rail.
The heat exchangers in the sleeper bays possess an
aluminum body, whose inner structure serves as a condenser. The latently stored energy is released as heat in
the working medium CO2 in the interior of the heat exchanger by the vapour phase changing to liquid state.
The heat exchanger’s entire skywards directed surface
forms the area for thawing precipitation in winter falling
into the sleeper bay. Heat is also transferred to the rail
by ensuring that the heat exchanger is set on the stock
rail’s base area during assembly. The heat exchanger can
also be adjusted to different rail profiles by providing it
with an integrated adapter profile. Various versions of
the heat exchanger for the sleeper bay also enable sleeper
bays with roller devices and further installations to be
heated.
The heating rate of the heat exchangers was dimensioned for the weather conditions prevailing in the
German Alpine region. This rate corresponds to the required thawing capacity, determined for the Alps based
on the climatic data for test reference years supplied by
the German Weather Service (DWD). In this region the
most extreme wintry weather conditions found in Germany prevail.
Both the heated slide chair and the heat exchanger in
the sleeper bay are connected with the depth probe via
piping. Furthermore protective troughs are mounted in
the sleeper bays below the heat exchangers to protect
the pipes and connections against ballast and mechanical damage during point maintenance. In addition all
pipelines laid in the ballast are housed in massive protective pipes.
The development work for the geothermal point
heating system took place within the scope of a research
programme (FKZ 0327446B) sponsored by the Federal
Ministry of Economics and Technology on the basis of
GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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a resolution passed by the German Bundestag. It took
advantage of CO2 heat pipe technology, patented by
the FWK Hannover [1, 2].

4 Prior Conditions for Application
4.1 Types of Points
The most important elements of the geothermal heating system according to the direct vaporization principle are the heated slide chair and the heat exchanger for
the sleeper bay. It is essential on account of the different
types of points and rail profiles that are used to develop
different geometrically adaptable core components.
During the development phase the rail profiles S49,
SBB I and S54 as well as SBB IV were prioritized and
corresponding components constructed. In this way all
points provided with the mentioned rail profiles could
be equipped. The type of sleeper makes no difference
so that points with concrete sleepers as well as wooden
ones can be fitted.
In the most favourable case, installing the geothermal point heating system should be undertaken when
new points are being commissioned. In this case, the
slide chairs can be bolted with the sleepers prior to other point components being assembled and installed on
the route as a unit. There is then no need to replace the
slide chairs at some subsequent stage.
Points already integrated in the rail network have
been equipped in the case of prototype facilities. Towards this end conventional slide chairs had first to be
replaced by heatable ones so that the complete system
could be incorporated.

4.2 Geology
The geothermal point heating system takes advantage of
the heat close to the earth’s surface at depths of down to
100 m, with ground temperatures of 10 to 12 °C anticipated. Apart from the temperature the possible energy
yield is determined by the ground’s heat conductivity resistance. This depends on the composition of the
layers of earth at the planned location. The earth’s heat
conductivity resistance should exceed 1.7 W/(mK) for
economically viable operation. This value has a determining influence on the probe’s length. The higher the
ground’s heat rate is, the shorter the probe can be. Low
energy yields call for greater probe lengths.
An initial appreciation of the suitability of a location can be established by studying the guidelines on
geothermics close to the surface as published by the regional offices for geology or in geothermal portals on
the Internet especially for Germany given in [3]. Further information is available for instance from the water
board at district authorities, who are later responsible
for issuing permits for setting up the geothermal facility.
The permit also contains regulations for executing deep
drilling with respect to the size of hole, grouting material and permissible drilling depths.
Only a geological report by specialist firms or institutes can provide reliable information on the geotherGeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
www.georesources.net
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mal yield at the planned location. This should be compiled prior to planning and constructing the facility.

5 Operational Safety
The operational safety of the components for the
geothermal point heating system was tried out both
analytically as well as in various tests. The thermal functionality and mechanical strength were ascertained. All
the results of these preliminary tests were backed up by
findings obtained from the prototype systems during
continuous operation.

5.1 Durability
After an analytical investigation to verify the static
and dynamic strength the main components of the
geothermal heating system were tested at the Institute
for Material Research and Testing of the TU Munich
commensurate with the Deutsche Bahn AG’s load requirements in a continuous oscillation test. The examination came up with a positive result as an important
prerequisite for approval and applying the components
on railway networks.

5.2 Proving Functionality by
metrological Means
The prototype facilities were equipped with extensive measurement technology to verify the system’s
functionality by metrological means. In addition to
the surrounding temperature the temperatures on the
depth probe in the ground and on the point heat exchangers were determined. Furthermore the pressures
of the working medium prevailing in each circuit were
registered. These measurement data provide a comprehensive picture of the given operational states for the
geothermal heating system,
The diagram in Fig. 3 provides the measurement
data for the prototype facility at Grünberg Station
in Germany for the 2012/2013 winter season. It presents the surrounding temperature [°C] (green), average ground temperature [°C] (brown), exchanger
temperature [°C] from three heat exchangers (red,
orange and yellow) and the precipitation [mm/h]
(blue) for the period from Nov. 30, 2012 to April 15,
2013.
Evaluation of the measurement data revealed that
the temperature of the heat exchangers regardless of
the outside temperature and the prevailing precipitation lay above the freezing point at all times. Ice and
snow were always able to thaw. During the entire observation period the temperatures at the heat exchangers
never dropped below 5 °C. No reduction in functionality could be observed even at the end of the winter
season due to the ground possibly becoming cooler. In
this way the facility’s exact concept relating to the meteorological loads and the ground’s energy yield using
the projecting tool [4] developed by Pintsch Aben geotherm jointly with the ZAE Bayern (Bavarian Research
Institute) was confirmed. By mid-April the ground had
become completely regenerated. The mean ground
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Fig. 3: Measurement data for the Grünberg Station prototype for the 2012/2013 winter season

temperature at this point had again reached the same
level of the average ground temperature at the start of
the heating season, something that can be extremely
positively accessed with regard to the long-term functioning of the point heating system.

5.3 Servicing the Points
A point provided with a geothermal heating system was
tested by means of a tamping test. It was attempted to
establish whether the heating components can be negatively influenced once they have been installed, possibly
during maintenance operations, involving readjusting
the point and compacting the ballast below the sleepers.
The tamping work was undertaken during a trial carried out by the DB AG. Prior to tamping the horizontal
and vertical deviations of the track were measured and
marked on the head of the rails commensurate with the
track layout. However the components of the geothermal point heating system were not marked. The protective pipes containing the CO2 pipelines set in the sleeper bays were completely covered by ballast. The entire
setup corresponded to the functional layout intended
for the heating system.
Following the tamping operations it could be established that the design complies with the mechanical
demands affecting the system, resulting from the effect
of tamping. The test revealed that no damage impairing the functionality of the groups of components had
occurred, as these are assembled beneath the stock and
blade rails with the exception of the feeder lines and are
thus outside the tamping zone. Traces of scratches were,
however, found on the surfaces, which were caused by
swirling pieces of ballast.
Schink:
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The protective pipe is the most affected component. It is laid along the sleepers – directly in the zone,
in which the tamping pick is used. The probability of
this component being damaged could only be restricted
constructively by ensuring that the amount of space occupied by the protective pipe in the tamping zone is
kept very small.

6 Permit
The Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH’s geothermal point
heating system was approved by the Federal Railway
Authority (EBA) in December 2013. This permit represents an important milestone in the many years spent
developing the components and for their application in
rail networks. It represents recognition of operational
reliability relating to functionality and durability as well
as operational stability and tamping safety established
through numerous tests.

7 Pilot Facilities
Currently three pilot facilities are operational in Germany. One is set up on the Hamburg Port Authority
(HPA) rail network. It became operational in winter
2010/11 as the first facility of its kind. Two further facilities are installed on the DB Netz AG network. One
was put into service in the 2011/12 winter season at
Grünberg Station/Hessen (Figs. 3, 4 + 5) and the latest
one became operational prior to the 2014/15 heating
period at Sponholz Station.
The pilot facilities have far exceeded expectations as
far as keeping the points clear of snow and ice are concerned. They have also shown that the natural functioning CO2 technology assures unlimited availability of the
tracks.
GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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Fig. 4: Grünberg Station pilot facility in Hessen: switch with
geothermal heating system

Fig. 5: Grünberg Station pilot facility in Hessen: moving
switch component freed of snow and ice

8 Outlook

points on its rail network, which are equipped with a
total electric heating output of more than 500 MW.
Annual energy consumption amounts to an estimated
2.5 GWh. This potential for possible energy savings
underlines the environmental friendliness of this point
heating technology, by means of which snow and ice
can be cleared without the aid of externally supplied energy generated from fossil fuels. In addition it causes no
emissions of fumes harmful to the environment when
operational or substances contaminating the soil should
the system break down.

For rail network operators the innovative geothermal
point heating system affords a maximum of efficiency
compared to conventional heating systems through its
lack of dependence on the energy market. Energy costs
for operation are saved completely. Furthermore the
need for servicing is diminished to a minimum through
renouncing active system components and wearing parts.
The overall potential for possible energy savings is
huge. The DB Netz AG alone possesses around 60,000
Table 1: Geothermic Portals in Germany’s Federal States
No.

URL of geothermic Portals in Germany

0

http://geoportal.bayern.de/energieatlas-karten/?1

1

http://maps.lgrb-bw.de/?app=lgrb&lang=de

2

http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/umwelt/umweltatlas/k218.htm

3

http://geoportal.bayern.de/energieatlas-karten/?1

4

http://www.hlug.de/start/geologie/erdwaerme-geothermie/oberflaechennahe-geothermie/karten-standortbeurteilung.html

5

https://www.umweltkarten.mv-regierung.de/script/?aid=89

6

http://nibis.lbeg.de/cardomap3/?TH=GTSCHNITT#

7

http://www.geothermie.nrw.de/geothermie_basisversion/?lang=de

8

http://mapclient.lgb-rlp.de//?app=lgb&view_id=10

9

http://www.geothermie.de/fileadmin/useruploads/wissenswelt/gesetze/Leitfaden/Saarland_Leitf_Erdwaerme.pdf

10

http://www.lagb.sachsen-anhalt.de/fileadmin/Bibliothek/LaGB/geothermie/portal/Leitfaden_LSA_03_12.pdf

11

http://asellus.thueringen.de/cadenza/show.xhtml?repositoryId=Anwendungen.Geothermie.geothermie%2Ftiefe_geothermie_uebersichtskarte.mml

12

http://www.umweltdaten.landsh.de/nuis/upool/gesamt/geologie/geothermie_2011.pdf
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The functionality of Pintsch Aben geotherm
GmbH’s geothermal point heating system with heat
pipes was proved positively through operating three pilot facilities since 2010 backed up by Federal Railway
Authority approval.
It is now up to the operators of railway networks to
herald in energy-conscious and cost-favourable heating
by introducing this sustainable technology.

[3] Geothermic Portals in Germany’s Federal States: see
Table 1
[4] Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH/ZAE Bayern: projecting
tool
[5] Eisenbahn-Bundesamt: Zulassung 21izbo/013-2010#
045-(522/10-ZzB) für Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH
Source of the figures: Pintsch Aben geotherm GmbH
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Gotthard Base Tunnel:
The Sedrun Shaft Hoisting Systems
Part 1: Tunnel Construction Phase
Michael Flender, Siemag Tecberg GmbH, Haiger, Germany
The 57 km long Gotthard Base Tunnel was pro
duced in five contract sections with three inter
mediate points of attack. The Sedrun interme
diate point of attack consists of two blind shafts
some 820 m deep, which could only be reached
via a roughly one kilometre long access tunnel.
The complex, tricky general conditions and the
high demands placed on the availability of the
shaft hoisting system were and still are a particu
lar challenge for building and operating the facili
ties. This report in Part 1 deals with constructing
and operating the shaft hoisting system in the
form of a rock, material and manriding shaft and
installations to cool the air in the Faido tunnel sec
tion during the excavation phase. Part 2 examines
the dismantling and modification of the shafts
and the functions of the ultimate hoisting facili
ties in the Sedrun shafts during the rail tunnel’s
operational phase.
Tunnelling • Shaft construction • Switzerland •
Suppliers • Shaft hoisting • Air cooling

1 Introduction
The Gotthard Base Tunnel (GBT) in Switzerland is
a project of the century. With its two parallel running
single-track tunnel tubes each 57 km in length, it will be
the world’s longest rail tunnel. This pioneering achievement in tunnelling will result in massive improvements
in passenger and freight traffic in the heart of Europe.
Passenger trains will be able to travel over the flat and
relatively straight route provided by the Gotthard Railway at speeds of up to 250 km/h. This will mean the
travel time between Zurich and Milan for instance being
cut by about an hour. In addition, by transferring traffic from road to rail, Switzerland will achieve one of the
major European environmental protection programmes
designed to conserve the mountainous Alpine region.
The GBT is scheduled to open in December 2016.
AlpTransit Gotthard AG is responsible for building
the new route crossing the Alps – the Gotthard axis with
the Base Tunnels at the Gotthard and Ceneri. Set up in
1998, the SBB subsidiary today employs around 160 staff
at its Lucerne base and its branches in Altdorf, Sedrun,

Fig. 1: General Layout of the Gotthard Base Tunnel
Source: Alptransit Gotthard AG
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Fig. 2: Intermediate point of attack for the Sedrun part-section
Source: AlpTransit Gotthard AG

Faido and Bellinzona. Siemag Tecberg GmbH was first
commissioned to build and operate shaft hoisting system
at the Sedrun intermediate point of attack back in 1999.
During the tunnel construction phase, an additional
mobile shaft winch was supplied for safely operating the
Sedrun shafts as well as installations for air conditioning
in the tunnel for the Faido intermediate point of attack.
For the first time anywhere in the world, hoisting installations with round inspection platforms designed to last
100 years were supplied for future inspection, maintenance and cable assembly purposes. After introducing
the Gotthard Base Tunnel project in general and the
shafts at the Sedrun intermediate point of attack, this
report will explain how the challenges were met given
complex general conditions and high demands on the
availability of the hoisting system. Part 1 deals with the
facilities for the construction phase and Part 2 with converting the shafts and the functions of the newly supplied
hoisting installations for the GBT’s operating phase.

2 Gotthard Base Tunnel, Multi-Function
Stations, Sedrun Shafts
Fig. 1 contains an overall view of the GBT. The Erstfeld portal is located on the northern side of the Alps
with the Bodio portal on the southern side. The two
tunnel bores for the rail tunnel are connected with one
another by cross-passages at 325 m gaps. The tunnel was
divided up into five sections, where work forged ahead
simultaneously in order to cut down on the construction time needed for the GBT. The tunnel drives were
undertaken from both portals as well as from three socalled intermediate points of attack.

Thanks to the two intermediate points of attack Sedrun and Faido the tunnel is divided into three sections
of roughly the same length. As a result, entire railway
stations were blasted out of the rock at these points,
which are called Multi-Function Stations (MFS). In
the event of a breakdown or an emergency, trains can
park in the emergency bays at the side of the MFS.
From these bays, passengers can access the other tube
via escapeways and board an evacuation train. Should a
fire break out, the operating ventilation system removes
the smoke. In addition to the emergency bays, the MFS
comprise large caverns, which contain the necessary
technical buildings for rail operations and the operating ventilation.
The Faido MFS is ventilated via a 2,700 m long access tunnel and the Sedrun MFS via two roughly 800 m
deep vertical shafts as well as a ventilation shaft. The two
blind shafts and the shaft hoisting facilities in Sedrun
can be reached by means of a roughly 1,000 m long access tunnel (Fig. 2). Caverns were excavated to accommodate the shaft hoisting facilities.
The Sedrun intermediate point of attack represented something out of the ordinary as it could only be
reached via the shafts, quite apart from actually being an
underground construction site in itself. Furthermore,
surveying the tunnel via the shafts, the high rock pressure and the soft layers of rock also represented major
challenges. It was not possible to apply a tunnel boring machine (TBM) and progress swiftly in the 8.5 km
long Sedrun part-section on account of the particular
geology prevailing there. The MFS and the four tunnel
drives were thus produced by conventional drill+blast
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and every new metre gained had to be laboriously secured and consolidated.
The AlpTransit Gotthard AG extended each of the
two emergency bays in the Sedrun MFS by two departure halls for a possible underground railway station,
the so-called “Porta Alpina Sedrun” (PAS). The current
level of planning relating to the GBT’s capacity, however, does not foresee the PAS being accomplished and
utilized. An alternative use for the existing departure
halls for touristic purposes is, however, possible as is
producing the PAS sometime in the future.

3 Project Overview
During the GBT project the AlpTransit Gotthard AG
commissioned the Siemag Tecberg to fulfil the following contract sections:
▶▶ Part 1: planning, production, supply, assembly,
commissioning and operating installations for shaft
conveyance and for tunnel air cooling during the
construction phase from 1999 to 2012:
▷▷ In September 1997, a contract to supply, start up
and operate the shaft hoisting system for Shaft I
(lots 356 and 360)
▷▷ In August 2001, a contract to supply, start-up and
operate a mobile shaft winch (lot 372)
▷▷ In 2001, a contract to supply additional installations for handling large mine cars at the shaft
head and foot of the shaft hoisting system for
Shaft I (the client in this case was the Transco/
UN Lot 360 JV)
▷▷ Starting up the shaft hoisting system (lot 356) in
accordance with TAS (German technical requirements on shaft and inclined conveyance gear) and
BVOS (German mining ordinance for shaft and
inclined conveyance gear), in September 2002
▷▷ Operating the fully automatic shaft hoisting system from September 2002 to August 2012 under
Siemag Tecberg’s own initiative and responsibility, for serving the construction of the underground rail tunnel and the Multi-Function Station (lot 360)
▷▷ Supplying a Pressure Exchange System (P.E.S.)
for cooling the air in the Faido tunnel section in
2002 and 2008
▶▶ Part 2: modifying the Sedrun shafts and describing
the functions of the newly supplied hoisting installations for the rail tunnel operating phase:
▷▷ In November 2011, signing a works contract between the AlpTransit AG and Siemag Tecberg on
the installation and operation of new, final hoisting facilities (lot D) for the two 800 m deep vertical shafts in Sedrun
▷▷ In August 2013, starting up of the new hoisting
installations, consisting of a double drum winder
and a winch, initially for the temporary construction site facilities for enlarging the shaft
▷▷ In March 2014, starting up the new lot D hoisting
installations with guided inspection platform for
the GBT operating phase
GeoResources Journal 1 | 2015
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▷▷ At present, integrating the new hoisting installations for the rail tunnel’s control technology and
providing training for the maintenance and test
personnel

4 Shaft Hoisting System for the
Tunnel Construction Phase (Lot 356)
Shaft I represented the main artery of the tunnelling
site in the Sedrun part-section. During the construction phase, practically all the excavated rock and material was transported through this bottleneck which also
provided manriding facilities. In addition the construction sites were supplied with electric power, compressed
air, industrial water and consumables via Shaft I. It also
catered for drainage control and in particular providing
the ventilation system with fresh air. Furthermore, the
complete signalling and communications technology
was housed in Shaft I.
The shaft hoisting installations in lot 356 had to be
available during the excavation and roughwork phase in
a 3-shift operation, seven days per week and 340 days
per year at maximum power for the following tasks:
▶▶ Manriding (personnel rope hoisting facilities)
▶▶ Material transports (excavated rock)
▶▶ Transporting heavy loads
▶▶ Transporting long parts
▶▶ Auxiliary manriding (self-propelled manriding)
▶▶ Shaft inspections
The complete shaft hoisting system in lot 356 was designed in accordance with the codes of practice of the
German mining ordinance for shaft and inclined conveyance gear (BVOS) and the pertinent technical requirements for shaft and inclined conveyance gear (TAS). In
addition, the guidelines for shaft transport systems of the
Swiss Accident Insurance Agency (SUVA) and further
valid Swiss regulations were observed.
Lot 356 for Shaft I largely consisted of the two following shaft hoisting installations (Fig. 3):
▶▶ Main manriding facility incorporating rope guided
fully automatic large cage
▶▶ Auxiliary manriding installation with rail guidance
Shaft I also contained additional components such as:
▶▶ Shaft head steelwork with sheave wheels
▶▶ Crane systems at shaft head and foot
▶▶ Shaft bottom steelwork
▶▶ Cage loading and unloading installations
▶▶ Rope attaching and rope changing installations
▶▶ Independent mobile shaft winch (lot 372)
The building materials for the underground caverns,
technical buildings and four tunnel driving points were
transported by the large cage hoisting facility, which also
carried the excavated rock. The large cage hoisting facility designed as the main manriding system comprised a
double-deck large cage counterweight facility. A haulage car with a capacity of 11 m³ and a service weight
of 19.2 t (gross weight 25.4 t) was transported on each
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cage deck. Automatic charging devices at the head and
bottom of the shaft catered for automated loading and
unloading of the large cage. In the event of accidents or
breaks in production, additional persons could be carried or evacuated with the double-deck auxiliary manriding installation (MSFA).
The auxiliary manriding installation mainly served as
a fully automatic self-propelled transportation unit. The
system was used for shaft inspection rides, occasional
descents for transporting maintenance and service staff
as well as the possible evacuation of persons from the
large cage or the tunnel drive. Persons could have been
evacuated from the large (double) cage through emergency doors on the western side wall of the double cage.
Thankfully, however, they never had to be used.
The shaft hoisting facilities for lot 356 were located,
as shown in Fig. 3, on the floor in a separate hoisting
gear cavern to the west of Shaft I. The 2 sets of 4-rope
deflection sheaves with a diameter of 4.8 m were assembled in the shaft porch at the shaft head above the guidance frame on supporting structures – the upper and
lower hoisting sheave platform. The rope guidance for
the hoisting rope was accomplished from the hoisting
gear room by means of an inclined shaft (rope channel)
in the shaft porch, in which the ropes were redirected
into Shaft I via the hoisting sheave platforms. The 3.2 m
diameter hoisting sheave for the auxiliary manriding installation was also set up on the lower hoisting sheave
platform with the hoisting sheaves for the counterweight for the main rope hoisting system.
The shaft hoisting system and a part of the additional
integrated components will be described more closely
in the following chapters. Chapter 4.5 deals with opera
ting the resources during the roughwork phase. The essential technical details for the two hoisting facilities
are summed up in Table 1. [1]

4.2 Main Manriding Installation
4.2.1 Facility, Friction Sheave
and Braking Facilities
The 4-rope Koepe winder (Fig. 4) was driven directly
via an AC-motor with a capacity of approx. 4.2 MW.
The hoisting unit motor was equipped with a water
cooling system in order to prevent the hoisting facility
area from heating up unnecessarily. The re-cooling system operated in a closed circuit with a heat exchanger.
The system’s rope working load comprised the 50.8 t
payload, the 26 t cage load, the 32 t rope weight and
other loads amounting to a total of 7.2 t altogether
amounting to 116 t.
The 4.8 m diameter friction sheave possessed two
disc brakes. The hydraulic disc braking device, Type
SB1, securely brought the hoisting system to a standstill during emergency braking, with fully closed loop
controlled retardation. Seen statically, altogether ten
Type BE 100 brake calipers retained the maximum
overload with at least a triple safety factor. The Koepe
winder was equipped with robust plain bearings, which

Fig. 3: Shaft hoisting system in Sedrun Shaft I for the tunnel construction phase

were provided with oil circulating lubrication and hydrostatic start-up aid. A double-groove friction sheave
lining ensured it could be re-trimmed easily by means of
a turning device. The hoisting unit’s friction sheave was
designed in two parts to facilitate transport, assembly
and disassembly. [1]

4.2.2 Large Cage, Counterweight and
Charging Installations
The double-deck large cage with the dimensions
6.0 x 2.6 x 9.5 m was guided on four ropes in Shaft I.
The central deck floor of the double cage could be easily dismantled using a sliding platform for transporting
large parts. The large cage’s head frame was fitted with
two chain lifts each capable of lifting 10 t, which made
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Table 1: Technical data of the shaft hoisting system in Shaft I for the tunnel construction phase
Description

Main manriding installation

Type of hoist

Auxiliary manriding installation

4-rope Koepe winder

single-drum

daily 6,350 t
+ 50 material units
+ 960 persons

18 persons/trip

double-deck large cage
+ c ounterweight

double-deck cage

guide ropes

guide rails

Hoisting distance

795 m

795 m

Payload

50.8 t

1.6 t

18 m/s (material);
12 m/s (manriding)

4 m/s

KW / 4800 / D

SDW / 3000 / G

Conveying capacity

Means of conveyance
Type of guidance in shaft

Conveying speed
Type of winder
Drum diameter

4.8 m

3.0 m

Motor capacity

4,176 kW

270 kW

Rope operating load

1,140 kN

60 kN

4

1

No. of ropes/Conveyance
Rope diameter
Rope breaking load
Type of brake

52 mm

28 mm

4 x 1.980 kN

570 kN

disc brake, 2 discs

disk brake,1 disc

No. of brake posts

4

1

No. and type
of brake calipers

10 BE 100

3 BE 100

Brake control system
Type of emergency braking

SB1

ST1 SB

fully closed-loop retardation

pressure-controlled brake

Fig. 4: 4-rope Koepe winder, 4,800 mm with direct drive

it easier to transport heavy and bulky components. The
counterweight frame was equipped with weight plates
to provide the necessary ballast or rather to compensate
for half the payload. The counterweight was also guided
on four ropes.
All transports for the underground construction
sites were undertaken using trackbound cars with a
permissible maximum weight of roughly 25 t. The excavated rock from the tunnel drives was transported
to the surface with the shaft hoisting system and then
to the dumping site via locos. In contrast, the tunnel
lining material was transported from the installation
yard on the surface to the tunnel drives. A specially designed car turnaround cycle (classification yard) at the
shaft head and bottom as well as a completely newly
developed charging installation ensured that operations
ran smoothly (Fig. 5). On the tunnel floor and in the
access tunnel, the set of cars was driven onto a feeder
track, where they were automatically decoupled and
moved individually to the shaft. An advance gate and
a shaft gate controlled the cars as they moved to their
stationery position. The charging installation nonetheless enabled the particularly heavy cars to be pushed
into the cage safely and accurately and to remove them
from the cage. The cars were guided to their final position by means of pushers or pullers, controlled by coupling claws. A particular challenge involved assuring the
fully automatic accelerating, slowing down and exact
positioning of the cars with automatic couplings. This
was accomplished with the aid of a PLC-based control
system (PLC: Programmable Logic Controller) and
30 kW variable frequency AC drives.
The large cage was held in position at both limit
stops by means of a cage locking device at floor level. In
this way, the cage could be filled horizontally so that no
tilting platforms were required to compensate for the
rope elongations. Following loading or unloading the
load was transferred to the ropes by releasing the cage
retention device. [1]

4.2.3 Rope Load Measuring and
Braking Facilities
The lot 356 shaft hoisting system was designed in keeping with the safety regulations called for by the German
TAS and the BVOS as well as the valid Swiss regulations
and in order to ensure that the capacity and availability
would be attained. As is customary for modern, safe
shaft hoisting systems, the following safety installations
were integrated in accordance with the state of the art:
▶▶ Rope load measuring installations (SME)
▶▶ Siemag Tecberg Safety Arrestor (SSA)
The upper rope attachments – Type ST 320 – at the
large cage were equipped with wedge clamps and resetting devices as well as with an integrated electronic
rope load measuring installation (SME). The resetting
length amounted to 600 mm. The SME rope load measuring device was devised for continuously monitoring
the rope loads of multi-rope systems. A load cell was
GeoResources Journal 1 | 2015
www.georesources.net
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Fig. 5: Charging units for loading and unloading the large cage with controlled guided car

provided for every rope, integrated in the large cage’s
upper rope attachment to prevent mechanical damage.
Precise and reliable load measurements can be carried
out and evaluated using a SME.
Siemag Safety Arrestors (SSA) – special overwind
braking devices – were installed for the large cage and
the counterweight at the shaft head and sump to prevent overrunning. These ensured that the large cage
and the counterweight were stopped safely and in
a controlled fashion should the shaft limit points be
exceeded. The SSA braking devices for the counterweight were assembled in the square hollow profile of
the shaft guidances in order to save space. The counterweight was restrained by slings and safely slowed
down. The SSA functions by transforming kinetic and
potential energy into strain energy and heat. The basic
set-up of the SSA braking devices is shown in Fig. 6.
Generally speaking it comprises an arrestor frame with
roller boxes, which are guided via SSA-strips (flat steel
strips). The SSA-strips are fixed firmly in the shaft. In
the event of the system is overtravelling, the means of
conveyance (1) impacts the braking frame (4) and the

arrestor strips (3) are deformed plastically by means
of the roller blocks (2) in a linear direction. The crash
beams (5) are located at the end of the travelway. The
braking force is produced by the reciprocal cold forming of the flat steel strips and leads to controlled retardation of the hoisting system. As the SSA braking
facilities can be calculated fairly accurately, the corresponding structural parts are not overloaded in the
event of an incident occurring. [1, 2, 3]

4.3 Auxiliary Manriding Installation
The auxiliary manriding installation comprised a trackbound double-deck cage, which could hold a maximum
of 18 persons or 1.6 t load capacity. The cage was railguided in the shaft by spring-loaded guide rollers. The
single-rope drum hoist (Fig. 7) was driven indirectly via
a 270 kW capacity motor by means of a straight bevel
gear unit with a maximum conveying speed of 4 m/s.
The 3 m diameter drum possessed a disc brake. A hydraulic disc brake unit – Type ST1 SB – safely slowed
down the hoisting system if need be with constant braking force until it reached a standstill. [1]

Fig. 6: Basic setup of the SSA braking facilities
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4.4 Mobile Shaft Winch
The safety concept for the Sedrun intermediate point
of attack called for an independent mobile shaft winch
(Fig. 8 (a+b)) to evacuate people at the two Sedrun
shafts should for instance, the power supply fail in the
hoisting system. In such cases, the mobile shaft winch
could be set up and positioned appropriately at the shaft
in question. Two evacuation cages of different sizes
were available for rescuing people. Should an incident
occur an evacuation cage could be attached to the mobile shaft winch’s round rope thimble. The evacuation
cage could be swivelled over the shaft and lowered down
into it with the aid of the rotating, telescopic boom.
The mobile shaft winch’s technical data are summarized in Table 2. All working functions are driven hydraulically. The power supply is provided via a cable or
alternatively by a diesel generator. The maximum rope
load amounts to 5 t. The speed can be infinitely adjusted in the 0 to 1.0 m/s range. A cable in the hoisting
rope facilitates communication between the winch operator and the crew in the evacuation cage. The winch
is mounted on a four-axle truck and corresponds to the
mining regulations as approved by the Mining Board.
[1, 4]

Fig. 7: Single-rope drum hoist for the auxiliary manriding
installation
Table 2: Technical data for the mobile shaft winch
Rope capacity

885 m

Payload

5t

Working radius

7.2 bis 9.7 m

Maximum crane extension height
Swivelling range
Rope diameter
Lifting speed
Drum diameter

12.2 m
360 °
22 mm
1 m/s
1,200 mm

4.5 Operating Shaft Hoisting System in the
Tunnel Construction Phase and RopeHandling Applications
The fully automatic large cage hoisting gear had to be
available from September 2002 till August 2012 on
a 3-shift basis, seven days per week and 340 days per
year for the Transco-Sedrun JV tunnelling contractor
to provide manriding and material transport. Siemag
Tecberg GmbH as the operator was obliged to convey
the maximum hoisting capacity of 6,350 t of excavated
rock per day in addition to 50 units of material. Up to
650 m³ of concrete gravel per day was utilized for the
inner lining.
The main task was thus to assure that the shaft
hoisting systems ran without any disturbance. This
called for targeted measures such as regular servicing

Fig. 8: Mobile shaft winch
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or preventive steps to replace worn parts backed up by
ensuring spare parts were kept in stock. In order to provide the greatest possible degree of security all available
installations relating to safety were housed in the shaft
hoisting gear in Shaft I. Furthermore, all necessary
inspections prescribed by the Mining Board were exe
cuted by service staff during the 3-shift operation. The
staff on the spot were provided support if need be by
the service and assembly department from their headquarters in Germany. The commercial management for
the operational unit was also undertaken from Haiger,
Germany.
Replacing ropes represents a highly relevant task in
safety terms and a measure defined by the German TAS
and BVOS standards. Ropes must be inspected visually
at the shaft hoisting installations by the service personnel on a daily basis. Experts carried out electromagnetic
tests on the ropes at least once a year to establish the
proper point in time for replacing them. Typical assignments to replace ropes relate to replacing the hoisting
ropes, the tail ropes and the associated rope attachments.
Generally speaking the ropes for the large cage hoisting
system in Shaft I were replaced once every three years.
The members of staff of Siemag Tecberg undertook
the assignments to replace the ropes for the Sedrun
shaft hoisting resources of their own bat by dint of their
know-how as specialists for shaft hoisting technology.
Suitable ancillary installations specially designed for
the purpose were utilized to minimize costly interruptions to production. The necessary installations were
set up at the appropriate points. The following installations were applied in Sedrun for replacing the ropes:
▶▶ Mobile friction winch
▶▶ Clamping and lifting device (CLD)
▶▶ Reeling winch with empty rope drums
▷▷ to wind up the old ropes
▷▷ to suspend new ropes
▶▶ Vertical deflecting sheaves at the shaft
▶▶ Horizontal deflecting sheaves at the friction winch
inlet.

2015
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All four ropes could be simultaneously fed into the
shaft and removed in reverse operation using the mobile multi-rope friction winch shown in Fig. 9. The
undercarriages of the friction winch can be lowered hydraulically so that they could be set down and anchored
on their intended foundations. Table 3 contains the
technical data for the mobile friction winch.
The clamping and lifting device (CLD) shown in
Fig. 10 was firmly installed on the crash-beam platform
beneath the rope sheave platform and could be driven
from its parking position into its working position if
required. With the help of the CLD at the same time
all four hoisting ropes could be clamped and the total
load of a hoisting compartment lifted or lowered. In addition to replacing ropes, the CLD can also be used to
provide a slack rope for recapping or for changing the
hoisting gear. Table 4 contains the technical data concerning the CLD.
Flender:
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necessary to take the fact into consideration that the
new hoisting ropes had first to be slowly run in when
hoisting operations were restarted. [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

5 Air-Conditioning
in the Faido Part-Section

Fig. 9: Mobile friction winch with deflection sheave set
Table 3: Technical data for the mobile friction winch
Drum diameter

1,200 mm

Traction force
Operating speed

700 kN
0 bis 0.2 m/s

Table 4: Technical data for the clamping and lifting device
(CLD)
Lifting force

1,000 kN

Stroke

1,200 mm

The complicated and dangerous tasks at Shaft I in
Sedrun were safely executed with the aid of the mobile
friction winch and the CLD. The operator’s experienced staff undertook the job of changing the ropes for
the 4-rope Koepe winder in around six shifts. It was also
Fig. 10: Clamping and lifting device (CLD)

The same demands are placed on cooling the tunnel as
on the shaft hoisting system. Utmost reliability, availability and operational safety must be assured so that
repair and maintenance costs are confined to a minimum and standstill and production loss costs avoided
if possible.
An air conditioning system was essential on account of the heat produced by the rock and the machines to improve the hot and humid working conditions existing underground. Clear regulations are laid
down by the SUVA (Swiss Accident Insurance Agency) with regard to the workplace in order to prevent
heat-induced illnesses given eight hours of very hard
work. As a result the air temperature must not exceed
a dry temperature of 28 °C (given 100 % air humidity)
in the areas where the main work is taking place [1].
A Pressure Exchange System (P.E.S.) was supplied in
2002 to cool the Faido part-section. The P.E.S. represents an important link between the primary circuit
for producing the cold water and the secondary circuit which enables the cold water to be transferred to
the air coolers. As a pressure exchanger it passes the
high pressure water caused by the water column in
the shaft into the low pressure area for distribution to
the remote heat exchangers in the working areas, and
takes over the low pressure warm water in the high
pressure area to return it back to the cooling plant. A
cooling rate of up to 13 MW can be exchanged with
a throughput of 800 m³/h. A temperature loss of
around 4 °K ensues in the case of conventional high
pressure / low pressure heat exchangers. Alternatively
a more efficient P.E.S. can be applied. This results in
a temperature loss of less than 0.5 °K. This has a positive effect on the entire remaining system (pumps,
pipe diameter, heat exchanger, water quantities etc.)
[according to 1, however, with actual data corrected
by Siemag Tecberg]. The thermal and energy-related
advantages of the P.E.S. enabled an economic application of the temporary tunnel cooling system in Faido.
In 2008, a second P.E.S. was incorporated in the
cooling circuit due to an increased need for cooling
in the tunnel – caused by rock temperatures that were
higher than originally predicted. It was operated as a
parallel system within the complete system. [1, 10, 11]

6 Conclusion Part 1
The Gotthard Base Tunnel (GBT) will probably best
answer the question itself as from December 2016:
“How does one overcome ‘the Alps’ as an obstacle to
traffic”?
At the Sedrun intermediate point of attack Siemag
Tecberg GmbH, Haiger, Germany, operated a fully
automatic shaft hoisting system for transporting excaGeoResources Journal 1 | 2015
www.georesources.net
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vated rock, building material and manpower during
the entire tunnel construction phase. The shaft hoisting
system in Shaft I was the site’s main artery. The main
task involved ensuring that operations ran without any
disturbance. The shaft hoisting system constituted the
main manriding installation as well as an auxiliary manriding installation for servicing and emergency purposes, rope-handling applications and a mobile shaft winch
to evacuate people. All installations relating to safety
were incorporated in the shaft hoisting system from the
operator’s own production programme to ensure the
highest possible degree of security. The fact that Siemag
Tecberg was responsible for operating the Sedrun shaft
hoisting system was of decisive advantage. The direct
feedback from the company’s own staff led to innovative solutions, improvements in design and further developments of the products concerned.
First of all a P.E.S. (Pressure Exchange System) was
ordered for the tunnel drives in the Faido intermediate
point of attack for cooling the tunnel. Later a second
system of this type was added on account of the rock
temperatures, which turned out to be higher than those
originally forecast. The underground cooling system
could be supplemented in timely fashion thanks to permanent monitoring of the individual parameters of the
tunnel climate so that safe working conditions prevailing underground during driving were assured.
The findings derived from the shaft hoisting system
and the efficient air cooling facilities have revealed that
operating such systems responsibly represents a particular challenge. After all, all eventualities must be covered
to ensure that the resources perform properly at all
times. The utmost reliability, availability and operating
safety must be assured constantly so that servicing and
maintenance costs are confined to a minimum and to
avoid standstill and production loss costs as well as obstruction costs as far as possible.
The second next part of this report reviews the completion of equipping the Sedrun intermediate point of
attack, disassembly and modifying the shafts and the
functions of the newly supplied Lot D shaft hoisting
systems for the GBT’s railway operation phase.
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Innovative Crossover TBM Excavation at the
Grosvenor Coal Mine in Australia
Liz Stone and Desiree Willis, The Robbins Company, Washington, USA

A coal mine in Australia is the first in the nation
to utilize Tunnel Boring Machines (TBM) for mine
access. The highly successful debut of mechanized mining at the Anglo American Coal Mine
ultimately achieved rates 14 times faster than
the traditionally used roadheader method. Not
only that, but the TBM was a unique type of hybrid machine known as a Crossover (XRE) TBM –
capable of excavating in both hard rock and EPB
modes. This paper will discuss the challenges and
triumphs of the Crossover TBM excavation at the
Grosvenor Coal Mine, and the potential for TBM
usage in mines worldwide.
Fig. 1: Th
 e blind decline tunnels, at grades of 1 : 6 and 1 : 8 for Grosvenor Mine Coal
access were excavated utilizing a Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM).

Introduction
A coal mine in Australia operated by Anglo American
recently revolutionized the mining industry for two
reasons: the Grosvenor Coal Mine utilized a Tunnel
Boring Machine (TBM) for decline tunnel (Fig. 1) excavation for the first time on the continent, and used
a unique new TBM type to do so, a Crossover “XRE”
TBM supplied by The Robbins Company.
Crossover TBMs are Robbins’ version of a hybrid
TBM. They feature aspects of two TBM types, and are

Mining • Tunnelling • Australia • TBM • Coal •
Innovation

ideal for mixed ground conditions that might otherwise
require multiple tunnelling machines. The XRE (standing for Crossover between Rock/EPB) features characteristics of Single Shield Hard Rock machines and EPBs
for efficient excavation in mixed soils with rock. Other
types of Crossover machines include the XSE (standing for Crossover between Slurry/EPB) and the XRS
(standing for Crossover between Rock/Slurry).
Project owner Anglo American chose a Robbins
Crossover XRE TBM for access to a deep coal seam
within a tight timeframe (Fig. 2). Due to the geological

Fig. 2: The Robbins Crossover TBM used at the Grosvenor Decline Tunnel was launched in December 2013, marking the
first ever use of a TBM by the Queensland coal mining industry.
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Fig. 3: Geological section Grosvenor: Geological section of the first Conveyor drift

and mine conditions, the TBM was highly customized,
with capabilities to “Cross over” between hard rock and
mixed ground modes, all within the potential presence
of hazardous methane gas (Fig. 3).

About the Grosvenor Project
The Grosvenor Decline Tunnel is an ASD $1.95 billion
coal project, and part of an initiative aimed at tripling
Anglo American’s metallurgical output to 20 million
tonnes by the year 2020. The new mine targets the Gonyella Middle coal seam, and is expected to produce five
million tonnes of coal per annum from its underground
longwall operation over the next 26 years.

Two decline tunnels were required for mine access to the coal seam at the shallowest depth of 130 m.
Longwall panels are planned to be 300 m in width with
lengths up to 6,200 m. The first 1 : 8 grade decline tunnel is a conveyor drift for coal transportation; the second
1 : 6 grade decline tunnel is a transport drift designed for
people and equipment to access the underground once
the mine is operational.
Commissioning of the longwall is targeted for late
2016 and the coal will be processed through an existing Moranbah North coal handling and preparation
plant and train loading facilities owned by Anglo
American.

Fig. 4: The XRE TBM (Crossover between Rock and EPB) was assembled at the jobsite in Moranbah, Australia using Onsite First Time Assembly
(OFTA).
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ogy. [Use of TBMs] opens up a new chapter not just
with Anglo American, but with the whole coal industry
in Australia. Now we can draw up a new coal mine in
less than a year, compared with two to three years if we
use roadheaders.” Foulstone also noted that there are
few limitations for TBMs in mines. “Anywhere we need
to get men and materials into an underground environment is an opportunity to use a TBM,” he said.
With the construction methodology choice made,
Anglo American opted for an 8 m diameter Robbins
Dual Mode hybrid TBM and continuous conveyor
system, to be assembled on location using Onsite First
Time Assembly (OFTA) with onsite support from Robbins’ experienced Field Service team (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).

Geological Conditions and Methane Gas

Fig. 5: Workers for mine Anglo American and contractor Redpath assist in the assembly
of the Robbins Crossover TBM.

Replacing Traditional Methods
Anglo American made the choice of a TBM over the
more commonly used roadheader method for two
main reasons: speed and maintenance. In terms of
speed, TBMs have proven to be about ten times faster
than roadheaders (50 m per week for a TBM vs. 5 m
per week for a roadheader). As for maintenance, Anglo
American wanted lasting tunnels that didn’t require any
upkeep. “The final tunnels need to remain intact for
the life of the Grosvenor Mine [about 40 years], and
be maintenance-free with cement linings,” said Adam
Foulstone, Underground Construction Manager at Anglo American.
When asked to compare the two methods, Foulstone replied of TBMs: “This is the better methodol-

Ground conditions varied throughout each tunnel.
Both drifts contained geology consisting of mixed soil
and rock conditions, with the first 300 m or so of each
tunnel containing the majority of the mixed ground
such as soft clays and soils.
Tunnel length was dependent on the location of the
coal seam. Called “blind headings”, the TBM ceased excavation in each tunnel once the coal seam was reached.
Once the coal seam took up approximately 50 % of the
tunnel diameter, tunnelling for that access decline was
considered complete. For both tunnels, this was around
the 1,000 m mark.
Project geology consisted not only of mixed face
rock, but also potential gassy conditions (Fig. 3). A machine with EPB capabilities was chosen not only due to
the presence of softer ground, but also to contain the
methane gas so it could be diluted and safely removed
from the tunnel.
At the beginning of the design process, an extensive
risk assessment was conducted to determine the potential zones of accumulation and flow of methane gas. In
accordance with Queensland Coal Mine Standards [1],
these zones were classified as:
▶▶ NERZ (Negligible Explosion Risk Zone) with
methane concentration < 0.5 %;

Fig. 6: A panoramic view of the remote greenfield operation at the Grosvenor Coal Mine in Queensland, Australia’s coal-rich Bowen Basin.
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Fig. 7: Grosvenor TBM – Dual Mode Mid range drawing

▶▶ ERZ1 (Explosion Risk Zone) with methane concentration between 0.5 and 2.0 %;
▶▶ ERZ0 with methane concentration > 2.0 %.
The coal mine-compliant machine was therefore designed as NERZ-ERZ1, Class 1 Division 2 Explosion
proof. To ensure worker safety and avoid explosions, gas
levels were kept under 2 % at all times. If any methane
leakage was detected, a snuffing box evacuation system drew the methane out of the spark-resistant screw
conveyor and directly into the ventilation system. An
NERZ/ERZ1 boundary was set up on the front of the
machine to ensure methane gas did not reach higher
concentrations in the rest of the tunnel.

Machine Characteristics and
Crossover Capabilities
The unique XRE machine could convert between two
modes: Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) mode for soft

and mixed ground, and Single Shield mode for hard
rock. This machine type is a recent innovation in the
tunnelling industry, intended to provide the contractor
with crossover capabilities; meaning, a machine that can
function in vastly varying ground.
As the drives at the Grosvenor Project contained a
mixture of hard rock and soft ground, a Crossover solution was selected. The machine was equipped with
a combination of features found on Earth Pressure
Balance (EPB) machines (for soft ground) and Single
Shield machines (for hard rock). While the machine
types have some similarities (they are both shielded to
protect workers and they erect segments for a tunnel
lining) they are also quite different. The main contrast of EPB-type and Single Shield-type machines is
that EPBs are for water-bearing ground and are built
to handle pressure below the water table, while Single
Shields are for hard, fractured rock already at atmospheric pressure.

Fig. 8: Robbins’ unique Quick Removal System designed for the project allowed the machine’s shields to remain in place, providing continuous tunnel
lining support, while the core TBM components were transported to the next tunnel.
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grouted into place to provide “life of mine” roof support
for the final length of each tunnel, which was lined up to
that point with concrete segments.

Excavation and Breakthrough

Fig. 9: During its second drive, the XRE TBM achieved 70 m per week on average –
about 14 times faster than the mine’s previously preferred method of
roadheaders.

Fig. 10: On February 9, 2015, the Robbins XRE TBM completed tunnelling the
Men & Materials drift, breaking through into a pre-excavated underground
chamber.

By combining features of both machine types into
one, Anglo American was prepared to handle the combination ground that lay ahead. The machine was optimized towards Single Shield excavation, as only the
early portions of each tunnel were in the softer ground.
The cutterhead could be outfitted with different types
of cutting tools depending on the ground, and a twostage screw conveyor worked in both geologies (Fig. 7).
The machine was also designed to meet the continuous ground support requirements of Australian mines.
In order to do this, Robbins developed a “Quick Removal System”, in which the components of the TBM were
bolted together with the protective shields able to be
easily disassembled from the inner core of the machine.
At the end of each tunnel, these outer shields were left in
the ground and the cutterhead and other machine parts
were disassembled and retracted from the tunnel for
reassembly above ground. The outer shields were then
GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
www.georesources.net

Construction on the Grosvenor project began in July
2012. The first of the decline tunnels, for conveyors,
was excavated between the end of December 2013 and
the beginning of May 2014, after achieving advance
rates of up to 90 m per week (Fig. 1). The Quick Removal System was a success, allowing the TBM inner
core to be retracted back to the surface from a 160 m
depth using specially designed transport dollies. In order to transport the machine to the next tunnel 2 km
away, the TBM had to be split into two sections and
required a large 600 metric ton lift (Fig. 8).
The machine was re-commissioned for the men &
materials tunnel with a new set of shields, and commenced boring in November 2014. Excavation was
completed in 88 days at an average of 10.9 m per day,
with a best day of 25.2 m. The TBM averaged 70 m a
week, about 14 times faster than a roadheader (Fig. 9).
The bore itself was similar to the first, with few challenges encountered other than elevated methane gas
levels that required several temporary stoppages in order to safely remove the gas from the tunnel. Carbide
bits were installed on the Robbins XRE TBM for all
but the last 350 m of tunnelling. The bits lasted 650 m
of excavation without requiring a cutter change. Final breakthrough was reached on February 9, 2015
(Fig. 10). Upon completion of the second tunnel, the
machine shields were again left in place to provide continuous support using the Quick Removal System.
“The Men & Materials drift was pretty straightforward, because we had learned from the Conveyor drift.
We were actually in slightly worse ground in the second
tunnel, with softer geology and multiple coal seams, but
we got through it more quickly because of the machine
modifications and the learning curve,” said Foulstone.
He additionally attributed the machine’s good performance to the close cooperation between all parties involved: “The commitment was huge between Anglo,
Redpath and Robbins. Robbins Field Service provided
technical expertise; they were an integral part of the
machine and a huge part of the TBM’s performance.”

After the Breakthrough
and Looking ahead
The final rollout of the inner core of the TBM commenced in March 2015, and the Quick Removal System was seen as a resounding success by Anglo American (Fig. 11). “We were the first ones to try it, so we had
a few tweaks to make with operating the three dollies.
But, once we worked these out, the machine backed out
fairly quickly. We haven’t missed one project milestone
since we completed the first tunnel, and the quick rollout is part of that. We did adapt the skid system on the
dollies and the grease ports for the second rollout, but
we haven’t changed much.”
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Fig. 11: Adam Foulstone (right), Anglo American’s Grosvenor General Manager, stands with a representative from
contractor Redpath at the breakthrough of the Robbins TBM on February 9, 2015.

Once at the surface, the company has plans to reuse
it on other access tunnels in the area. “We’ve committed to spend the capital to move and store and maintain
the TBM, so we could use it again, definitely. There will
be opportunities in the next two or three years. More
importantly, there is a high possibility we won’t go back
to conventional excavation now that we know the kind
of rates we can get with a TBM. The end product is
first-class compared to what you can get with conventional methods,” said Foulstone.
When asked to sum up his experiences tunnelling
at Grosvenor, Foulstone was overwhelmingly positive:
“Potentially you could go from surface to seam within

Liz Stone,
Marketing
Manager
Liz manages Robbins
international marketing, communications, and tradeshow
programmes, and has
visited jobsites worldwide including those
in Mexico, Russia and
India.
Contact: stonel@robbinstbm.com

90 days based on a 1,000 m drive: this is a huge result
and we need to make the coal industry aware of this at
the moment. We are moving away from open cut because the overburden is too much to be feasible. We are
now spending our money on the underground. Geology
is not a big thing when you go to TBM, you can excavate
0.5 or 120 MPa, especially when you use an XRE.”
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Kazakhstan: Driving Headings at great Depths
in tricky Rock in a Chrome Ore Mine
Sergej Hübscher, Franz Stangl, Eugen Hoppe, all Thyssen Schachtbau GmbH, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany
Werner Eisfeld, Olaf Schmidt, both Schachtbau Nordhausen GmbH, Nordhausen, Germany
The chrome ore reserves in Kazakhstan are numbered among the biggest and richest anywhere
in the world. Tricky geological conditions involving major convergences have to be countered
by heading technology tried-and-tested in Germany. Towards this end, two German mining
enterprises founded a subsidiary in Kazakhstan
in 2011. In October 2012, it was awarded a contract for driving 4,150 m of headings. On August
15, 2013, initial blasting took place at a depth of
some 900 m for the “Producing a headway at level
–480 m at the ‘10th Anniversary of Kazakhstan’s
Independence Mine’ project”. Following a difficult
start-up phase in 2013 and a good start to 2014,
around 1,250 m of heading with bends, station
areas and roadway junctions had been produced
until Mid April 2015.
Mining • Kazakhstan • Ore mining •
Road heading • NATM

The first contract was received in October 2012 involving driving 4,150 m of roadway for the Donskoy
GOK, Chromtau, Kazakhstan belonging to the TNK
Kazchrome Company. The client Kazchrome, Aktobe, is numbered among the leading exporters of ferrochrome with a turnover of around 7 billion euros
per year.
The Kazakhstanian chrome ore reserves are ranked
among the biggest and richest in the world. The planning, procurement of machinery and acquisition of
personnel followed by setting up the construction site
yard was pursued immediately after the “Producing
a headway at level –480 m at the ‘10th Anniversary of
Kazakhstan’s Independence Mine’ project was commissioned (Fig. 1). Initial blasting took place on August
15, 2013. Following a difficult start-up phase in 2013
and a good start to 2014, almost 700 m of roadway
had been completed by late June 2014 with two bends,
a station area and a roadway junction. In the interim,
1,250 m has been headed.

Introduction

Concluding the Roadway Driving
Contract

In spring 2011, the Schachtbau Nordhausen GmbH
and the Thyssen Schachtbau GmbH founded the
“TOO Schachtbau Kasachstan”. The subsidiary’s main
objectives are:
▶▶ Sinking shafts,
▶▶ Driving headings and
▶▶ Executing drilling and freezing operations.

After a planning contract to sink a shaft in 2008 for
the “10th Anniversary of Kazakhstan’s Independence
Mine” belonging to Donskoy GOK, a holding of the
AO TNK Kazchrome in the north-west of Kazakhstan,
a further contract was received from this company in
October 2012. This important acquisition was the key
to undertaking projects in Kazakhstan.

Fig. 1: The “10th Anniversary of Kazakhstan’s Independence” Mine
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It goes without saying that embarking on such a project, just like embarking on a project in a foreign country, is associated with additional entrepreneurial risks
and uncertainties. However the company’s definitive
strategic target is to become established in this prosperous country so rich in natural resources and accomplish
projects through the application of local core expertise.
The motto is to set up business step by step and to become acquainted with the country’s idiosyncrasies and
laws as well as the clients’ requirements and standards.

Works Contract – Firm Contract
According to Kazakhstanian law a works contract may
only be a firm contract and the contract sum must
not change during its execution. How is this to be accomplished when 4,150 m of roadway is to be driven
in tricky rock at a depth of roughly 900 m, especially
when knowledge about the geological conditions along
the route is so sparse?
The contract was couched in such a manner that different rock variations were permitted and defined as
options. The rock class deemed most probable formed
the basis for the fixed price. Deviations from the normal conditions provided by excavation class 6 were
regulated in the contract’s addenda. The works contract
was signed at the end of October 2012.

Preparations
A 51-strong expatriate labour force was engaged for the
years 2013 to 2016 and granted permits by the Kazakhstanian government in June 2012. The deployment of
this Austro-German work force formed the basic prerequisite for the works contract.
An agreement to provide services was worked out
and signed by the partners of the TOO Schachtbau
Kasachstan. In this way, the responsibilities were laid
down relating to the project in similar fashion to a JV
contract. Schachtbau Nordhausen took over the technical responsibility and Thyssen Schachtbau was in
charge of commercial aspects. As a result, both partners
pooled their resources on behalf of TOO Schachtbau
Kasachstan to ensure that the project would be as successful as possible.

The chrome ore reserve is also affected by plate tectonic influences. A large proportion of the mine headings to be driven have to be produced in average to
highly jointed serpentinite rock with serizitic joint fills.
The groundmass dissolves rapidly particularly in
conjunction with water and tends to crumble. Mastering the resultant convergences calls for new driving
techniques and safety systems or rather measures previously unheard of in Kazakhstan. The client’s prior support concept involving steel arches and stowing by hand
can only provide long-term support resistance in sectors
with good rock properties (Fig. 2).

Planning Phase – “The Project”
In former Soviet dominated regions a distinction
is drawn between planning approval known as the
“P phase” and executing planning – the “RD phase”,
jointly described as “The Project”. Within the scope of
approval planning firstly the appropriate support concept for the various rock classes had to be devised for
the roadway driving project in hand. Based on this was
the selection of the most suitable mechanical engineering concepts.
Donskoy GOK could be convinced that a heading
cross-section of almost 15 m² was preferable rather than
the originally conceived roughly 11 m² large cross-section for a qualitatively high driving and supporting rate.
Schachtbau Nordhausen made available the alterations to the approval and execution planning within
two months on behalf of Schachtbau Kasachstan. In
February 2013 “The Project” was greenlighted by three
institutes from Russia and Kazakhstan and Schachtbau
Kasachstan approved in writing by Donskoy GOK.
Fig. 2: Nov. 14, 2012: Face of the northern cross-passage looking west, steeply diagonal,
sub-parallel major jointing with slickenside and talc covering, previous support
method

Rock Prognosis
Chromtau’s chromite reserves are located on the
southern fringe of the Ural mountain range. The rocks
described in the subsurface columns are a complex
comprising gabbro-amphibolite and a serpentinized
peridotite complex. The rocks were densely folded,
then sheared and crushed with varying intensity, in
other words, cataclasized, mylonitized or brecciated.
The fault and joint areas and shear planes are strongly
formed. Extreme pressure and temperature conditions
during metamorphosis with the base mineral undergoing transformations resulted among other things in
sericitization and chloritization. This promotes smooth
mineral and joint planes as well as mineral fills with low
frictional values in the groundmass.
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Fig. 3: Sept. 10, 2013: A groundmass is no longer recognizable,
driving in AKL 7.1 with steel arches

Fig. 4: The first machines reach the construction site

Two cross-passages – reduced in their central section
to form a single heading – have to be produced from the
existing shaft installation to the new one with a number
of connecting drifts. A part of the headings had already
been produced by Donskoy GOK itself. However,
some sections are no longer of use on account of excessive convergences.
From now on at level –480 m driving activities are
the sole responsibility of Schachtbau Kasachstan with
Donskoy GOK taking charge of the hinterland.

Static Calculations
Working out the rock stress redistributions and the support conditions is undertaken with plane models for
Fig. 5: Jumbo with telescopic guidance setting anchors

successive driving and supporting phases. The following
phases were included in the heading support model:
▶▶ 1. Primary rock state
▶▶ 2. Stress reduction in excavation area
▶▶ 3. Partial support
▶▶ 4. Complete support or lining
The calculations were carried out by the FE method.
With the aid of the model, the changes in stresses, for
ces and deformations on the basis of the alterations in
stiffness during the various driving phases were worked
out. The shotcrete and the radially installed anchors
are taken into consideration as the bearing support elements. Further support elements enhance safety during
the construction phase.

NATM – Novel Driving and Supporting
Concept in Kazakhstanian Mining
The demand to ensure high driving rates with maximum safety standards could only be accomplished by
applying innovative technologies and highly mechanized drill+blast operations. It was essential to create
the opportunity of reacting at short notice to possible
unexpected geological conditions with adjustments to
the engineering and safety concept.
Rock mechanical requirements led to selecting an
anchor/shotcrete support system when determining
the support and lining concept in keeping with the
so-called New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM).
In this way, it was possible to confine expected convergences (Fig. 3). The driving rates attained so far underline these assumptions. The support convergences have
been restricted to a few millimetres.
The chosen concept is recognized as standard practice in domestic mining and tunnelling. In Kazakhstanian mining, where mechanization and flexibilization of
the driving and supporting system in heading roadways
has still not been introduced, the chosen machine and
support concept does however represent a novelty. A
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Fig. 6: Loading work with the tunnel and loading excavator ITC 120

complete driving crew was provided by the two parent
concerns to be able to apply mechanization and flexibilization without any initial problems worth mentioning.
Selecting the machines for the relatively small roadway cross-section turned out to be rather problematic
(Fig. 4). Ultimately the following machines were chosen to accomplish driving given the many requirements
that had to be observed:
▶▶ Two-arm drilling rig Type AtlasCopco Rocket
Boomer 282 with two telescopic guidances (Fig. 5):
all required drilling tasks can be performed with this
machine including the radial anchors in the small
cross-section. The air-water flushing system that is
installed treats the groundmass gently and partially
replaces the blast holes blowing out.

Fig. 7: The 3-way switch from Maschinenbau Mark at a 15 m² roadway
cross-section

▶▶ Tunnel and loading excavator ITC Terex-Schaeff
120 F4 (Fig. 6): scaling of the exposed rock. Loading
the spoil in the 3.5 m³ capacity mine cars and providing assistance for installing lattice arches represent
the main tasks which were fulfilled as expected.
▶▶ Stub switch with three parallel tracks Type
Maschinenbau Mark (Fig. 7): Capable of closely following up the loading unit. With a train set consisting of roughly seven mine cars in each case the full
car can be removed in a short time and an empty one
guided to the ITC. In this connection, sorting work
for large pieces of equipment can be undertaken on
the central track. The shunting operations worked to
everyone’s satisfaction.
▶▶ Concrete agitator from Mühlhäuser (Fig. 8):
Roughly three units are processed per length of ad-

Fig. 8: The first concrete agitator below ground on August 10, 2013

Fig. 9: Shotcrete manipulator Type MEYCO Oruga with telescopic arm
during initial supporting
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Fig. 10: Breakthrough to the north heading after driving 66 m on July 5, 2014

vance given a capacity of 3.2 m³ of shotcrete. Shotcrete is also used to backfill overbreak should this
result from the geology.
▶▶ Shotcrete technology with the Meyco Atlas spraying
machine and the Meyco Oruga spraying manipulator (Fig. 9): They comply exactly with the set demands. The shotcrete manipulator with a spraying
arm extending up to four metres catered for almost
immediate introduction of the initial support in the
event of poor rock conditions.
▶▶ Stationary concrete mixer Type Hartmann HA MP
1125/750 S: Production of the shotcrete independently in the shaft hall with direct track link to the
shaft. The hall was completely insulated so that the
required +5° was assured in conjunction with radiant heaters even given –40 °C outside temperature.
The aggregates are filled using the mobile loader and
the cement from big bags (FIBC) in advance silos
prior to being added to the mixer once weighed.

Interim Balance of
Accomplishing the Project
After only a nine month long period of mobilization,
the first length of advance was produced on August 15,
2013. A fault zone was encountered after only a few
days, which required five days until it was mastered.
However, it was evident from the outset that the chosen driving concept was almost perfectly geared to the
tricky geology. No member of the labour force was required to venture into the endangered area; all driving
operations could be tackled from the secured area by applying mechanical engineering without damage to man
or machine.
GeoResources Journal 2 | 2015
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It was shown in the process just how important it
is to apply the initial support in the form of a ca. 5 cm
thick layer of shotcrete as soon as possible. Loosening
of the rock was avoided in this way at an early stage,
furthermore the rock was sealed thus protecting it from
moisture.
In spite of an introductory phase and adverse rock
conditions no less than 172 m had been completed by
December 2013 with the lengths of advance restricted to
1.0 to 1.5 m. This corresponds to progress of 1.35 m/day.
During the first five months of 2014, the rate was increased to 3.1 m/day. The section headed in 2014 possessed more favourable geology and the route alignment was practically straight. However, during these
five months, a station area and a roadway junction were
produced as well as 25 % of the drive deviating from
normal conditions in excavation class 6. The daily rate
largely depends on the geology and the route alignment.
The responsible overman Sergej Hübscher sums
up as follows: “We have an extremely motivated team
(Fig. 10). Our roadway support system is safe and complies with the highest demands under rock mechanical
aspects. The miners were at no time located in an unsecured area”.
By April 2015, altogether 1,250 m of roadway had
been tackled by drill+blast with trackbound logistics
and “TOO Schachtbau Kasachstan” is certain that it
will be possible to accomplish the scheduled breakthrough to the neighbouring shaft in 2017 without any
complications or difficulties worth mentioning.

Conclusion
The competent team and the chosen driving and supporting concept have proved themselves to the hilt
in the extremely tricky and sophisticated geology on
the fringes of the Ural Mountains. It is up to the site
management now to come up with further potential for
optimizing performance. They are already successfully
tackling this objective.
By means of the support system based on the new
Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM), which involves
self-drilling anchors and steel fibre reinforced shotcrete
as well as lattice arch supports and steel arch supports,
a roadway support system regarded as progressive and
innovative for the entire post-Soviet region could successfully be implemented at the Kazchrome chrome ore
mine.
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Selecting Parameters of Cutter-Loader
Drums for specific Operating Conditions
Dr.-Ing. A. Zich, Performance scientist, Open Data Initiative for environmental Services, Germany
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Yu. N. Linnik, State University of Management, Moscow, Russia
Prof. Dr. oec. V. Yu. Linnik, State University of Management, Moscow. Russia

Cutting-loading machines that are currently
manufactured have capabilities consistent with
the averaged operating conditions. Therefore,
sometimes, especially when coal beds contain
difficult-to-break dirt beds and large hard inclusions, capability of cutter-loaders falls short of
the standards accepted for the machine output,
dynamic load, coal sizing and reliability.
This is in some measure justified in case of a low
face output. However, in longwalling or horizonface mining, it is required to select each cuttingloading machine individually, from the view point
of both enhancement of productivity and improvement of coal sizing [1]. This first of all relates
to cutting bits that come in direct contact with
coal and generate overall and dynamic loading of
the machine. In connection with this, the research
has been undertaken [2] aimed at creation of database on coal cutability on the one hand and
at development of a procedure and programme
support for choosing parameters of working organs of cutter-loaders meant for specific operating conditions.

The database holds information on over 300 coal beds
that are under mining in Russia. The background information is contained in three tables:
▶▶ Geology and Strength Characteristics of Coal Beds
▶▶ Hard Inclusions
▶▶ Dirt Beds

In coal beds without dirt beds and hard inclusions, А3
and А5 are zero.
Thus, evaluation of average operating conditions for
cutter-loaders comes to a set of condition-action rules
described below.
The estimation rules for structural complexity of a
coal bed:
1.
If {(А3 = 0 and А5 = 0) or (А3 = “clay”)
or (А3 = “coaly claystone” and А4 ≤ 200)
or (А5 = “fractionary” and А6 < 1),
then (coal bed structural complexity = 1);
2.
If {(А3 = “claystone” and 200 < А4 < 400)
or (А3 = “siltstone” and А4 ≤ 400)
or (А5 = “fractionary” and А6 ≥ 1)
or (А5 = “unbroken” and А6 ≤ 2.5)},
then (coal bed structural complexity = 2);
3.
If {(А3 = “claystone” and А4 > 400)
or (А3 = “sandstone” and А4 > 400)
or (А3 = “limestone” and А4 > 400)
or (А5 = “consolidated”)
or (А5 = “unbroken” and А6 > 2.5)},
then (coal bed structural complexity = 3).

The master table is Geology and Strength Characteristics of Coal Beds. The other two tables assist in data
cleaning and play a subordinate role. The database involves values of such characteristics as cutability of coal,
thickness of a coal bed, coal bed cutability, thickness
and number of dirt beds, content of hard inclusions in
a bed, cutability and structure of hard inclusions (fractionary, unbroken, consolidated).
Using the database enabled development of application package that allowed a user, in the framework

The estimation rules for cutability of a coal bed:
1.
If {(А2 < 2.1 and А1 < 150)
or (А2 > 2.1 and А1 < 200)},
then (cutability = 1);
2.
If {(А2 < 2.1 and 151 ≤ А1 ≤ 240)
or (А2 > 2.1 and 201 ≤ А1 ≤ 300)},
then (cutability = 2);
3.
If {(А2 < 2.1 and А1 > 240)
or (А2 > 2.1 and А1 > 300)},
then (cutability = 3).
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support
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of one programme product, to process information
from the database and compute optimized version
of a cutter-loader drum for specific operating conditions.
The informational background for a subsystem of
assessment of operating conditions for cutter-loaders is
based on the following characteristics:
А1 cutability of coal;
А2 brittle plastic properties of coal;
А3 data on dirt beds (lithotype);
А4 cutability of a dirt bed;
А5 data on hard inclusions (fractionary or unbroken,
lithotype);
А6 content of hard inclusions in a coal bed.
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The final performance stage of the subsystem for estimation of cutter-loader operating conditions is computation
of the equivalent cutability of a coal bed, Аe, therefore,
the database, aside from the above listed characteristics,
includes values of cutability of hard inclusions.

2 Algorithm of Selection of
Working Organ Parameters
The key target of the algorithm is the values of drum
parameters and the pattern of cutting bits as applied to
the cutability of a coal bed in a specific breakage face.
The complete computation cycle includes:
▶▶ integral estimation of strength characteristics of a
coal bed
▶▶ selection of critical parameters of a drum
▶▶ arrangement of cutting bits
▶▶ calculation of cutting load on cutting bits
▶▶ calculation of force balance of working organ
The source parameters for the computation are:
▶▶ type of a cutter-loader and its characteristics
▶▶ diameter and width of a drum
▶▶ theoretical design capacity Qdc
▶▶ coal bed structure and strength characteristics
They are required to evaluate Аe. The output data are
the parameters and pattern of cutting bits, which ensure the minimum energy input and the force balance
of cutting at the preset production output of the cutterloader in the specific operating conditions.

A. Integral Estimation of Strength
Characteristics of a Coal Bed
The integral estimation of strength characteristics of a
coal bed is implemented using the value of the index Аe
[3]. Evaluation of Аe involves characteristics of a coal
bed from the electronic database that is the module of
the application programme for the parameters of the
working organ.

B. Selection of critical Parameters of a
Drum
The critical parameters of a cutting pattern are the
depth, width and cross section of a cut.
It is recommended to use the following algorithm:
1. Using the electronic database on cutability of coal beds,
averaged conditions of a coal bed are estimated and the
related efficient type of a cutting tool is selected.
2. Average rate of advance of a cutter-loader is calculated based on the preset theoretical (design) capacity
Qdc [t/min] accepted in the requirement specifications of a drum design [4]:
Vav . adv . =

Q dc
..............[m/min]........................... (1)
Bcut H bed g coal

where
Вcut
cutting width of the working organ.............. [m]
γcoal
density of coal............................................... [t/m3]
Нbed working bed height........................................... [m]

3. The average depth of cut, h, per single rotation of a
drum in the given operating conditions is:
h=

132.4 k w k ex 2
10 ....................................................... ( 2 )
p A1.36
ncb
e

where
kw, kex coefficients characterizing influence exerted on
the cut depth by the rated wattage of a cutterloader, Рw [kW] and by the radial extension of a
cutting bit, lex [mm], respectively;
ncb
number of cutting bits in a cutting line
4. The optimum width of cut is calculated as a function
of the average cut depth hmax per drum rotation and
coal brittleness Е from the expression:


 1.47 E
5hmax
t op .width =
+ 0.7 hmax 
+ Bcb ........ ( 3 )

0.5
4.5
h
+
max

 E + 1.2
where
Bcb
maximum design width of active part of a cutting bit in centimetres.
5. Then, cutting steps tend and tface at the end and face of
the drum, the number of cutting lines at the end of
the drum, nend as well as the lengths Вend and Вface of
the end and face parts of the drum are determined.
6. The number of cutting lines at the face of the drum,
nface is given by:
n face

 33.3 Q dc × Ae0.9 × ncl

kw × nvpm × H bed × g coal
=
t op .width

where
nrpm drum speed.................................................. [min–1]
7. For theoretical rate of advance of a cutter-loader, the
condition of working organ no-jamming is checked,
in accordance with which the accepted speed of the
working organ for loading broken coal should be
smaller than the critical value: nrpm ≥ nrpm crit.
8. Once the drum speed has been refined, the number
of cutting bits in the face and end cutting lines is
found, mface and mend:

m face =

Vlim × Ae1.36 × ncb
................................... ( 5 )
66.2 × kw × kex × nrpm

where
Vlim maximum permissible rate of advance of a
cutter-loader relative to the extension of cutting
bits
..................................................[m/min]
The number of_cutting bits in the edge cutting line at
the drum end, mend1, is advised to be accepted based on
the relation:

m=
m face +
end 1
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The number of cutting bits in the other cutting lines at
the end of the drum is found from the expression:

m
=
mend 1 −
end

(mend 1 − m face ) × (iecl − 1)
necl − 1

=
g1i

.................. ( 6 )

where
mface number of cutting bits in the face cutting lines;
itcl, ntcl ranking and number of the end cutting lines,
respectively.
9. The total number of cutting bits in the face and end
areas of the drum, nface and nend, are obtained by summation of cutting bits in all cutting lines, given that
nend ≥ 160(nface+3).

C. Pattern of Cutting Bits

▶▶ for varied pitch of a drum:
3.6(Bface i − t′face1 )  1 S′  360
+ +
(iface − 1) ..............................................................(8)

2 S′
 0.8 S′i  Nface

where
iface
number of drum cut;
Вface i distance between the face and an i-th cutting bit...........................................
[m]
t´
cutting step of the first face cutting bit...................................................... [m]
–
S´
average pitch of the drum............................................................................. [m]
S´i
current value of varied pitch of the drum................................................. [m]
The final arrangement of cutting bits on a drum is based on the condition of least
variation in circumferential force within a single rotation of the working organ.

Drum design engineering requires parameters of pattern of cutting bits. Moreover, these parameters are in D. Calculation of Cutting Loads on Cutting Bits
demand in calculating loads on the working organ, since The initial value for load calculations is the cutting force of a sharp cutting bit
this calculation is performed for each individual cutting with the preset kinematic cutting angle αk = 10°.
bit in accordance with its position in the pattern.
The cutting force Zоi [N] and the feed force Yоi [N] of an i-th sharp cutting
Parameters of a pattern are: cutting step t´ (spac- bit, considering variation of kinematic angles, are found from the expressions
ing between tips of cutting points of cutting bits ar- [4]:
ranged in the neighbor cutting lines), angular pitch φi
of neighbor cutting bits, number of cutting bits mface =
Zoi Zref . i + f ' (Yoi -Yref..i ) .........................................................................................(9)
and mend in the face and end cutting lines, angle β of a
cutting bit relative to the direction of the cutter-loader
 9

advance.
=
Yoi Yref .. i 
+ 0.25  ......................................................................................... (10)
 aki + 2

Arrangement of cutting bits depends on the cutting
pattern governed by the ratio of mface to the number of where
drum runs Nrun. When mface/Nrun = 1, this is a sequential Zref.i, Yref.i forces of cutting and feed of an i-th sharp cutting bit with the kincutting pattern, when mface/Nrun = 1/2, this is a checkematic angle αk = 10°............................................................................... [N]
board pattern; otherwise, this is a combination pattern ƒ ‘
coefficient of cutability of a coal bed......................................................[-]
of cutting.
αki
clearance kinematic angle.........................................................................[°]
Arrangement of cutting bits on a drum must ensure
feasibility of the accepted cutting pattern, conform to
0.35 Bap + 0.3
1 ..[H]... (11)
hi × t i × K exp × K shape × K ang × K pat
process requirements, eliminate overbreaking of coal Zref . i = Ae × K slip
cos b
Bap + E hi
and maintain maximum possible balance of loads on where
the working organ.
Ae
average calculated equivalent cutability of a coal bed................... [N/mm]
For a drum-type working organ, the process require- Кslip face slip coefficient; Bap is a calculated width of active part of a
ments (width of cut, self-sumping cutting, clearance
cutting bit (depends on the shape of cutting end and the surface
between the drum and the coal face, and relatively
of a cutting bit)..............................................................................................[cm]
smooth floor surface) influence both the choice of the Е
coal brittleness; hi, ti are the current values of the cut depth and
lead-screw pitch value and, above all, the design of the
width for an i-th cutting bit per rotation of a drum in the stable
end area of the drum.
cutting mode..................................................................................................[cm]
Coal overbreaking can be eliminated with such spa- Кexp coefficient of face exposure.............................................................................[-]
tial orientation of cutting bits when their cutting points Кshape coefficient of influence exerted by the shape of the front surface of
are extended beyond the blade end, toward the loading
active part of a cutting bit on the specific energy of cutting....................[-]
surface [5].
Кpat coefficient considering influence of a cutting pattern...............................[-]
Arrangement of cutting bits in the face area of a Кang coefficient of effect exerted by the kinematic angle of cutting on the
drum is carried out starting from the first face line of
specific energy of cutting.................................................................................[-]
cutting, where a cutting bit with a center angle γ1 = 0° β
angle between the main plane and feed direction of a cutting bit..........[°]
is placed. The other cutting bits have γ1i between 0° and
0.45 E
an i-th cutting bit.
.............................................................................................(12)
Yref . i =
Z
( E − 0.6 ) ref . i
The central angle is calculated using the following
formulas:
The current cut depth hi is given by:
▶▶ for constant pitch of a drum:
18,4 k w k ex
=
hi
fi ( 0.95 sin ( g i ) + 0.05 ) ....[cm].................................................(13)
3.6
360
ncb Ae1.36
=
g1i
(Bface i − t′face1 ) +
(iface − 1) ....................... ( 7 )
S′
Nface
where
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φi central angle between an i-th and the previous cutting bit in the same cutting line................................................. [°]
γi central angle between a benchmark and the i-th cutting bit.......................................................................................... [°]
Substituting hi in (11) by (13) yields:
10 Ae × K slip (0.35 Bap + 0.3)18.4 k w × k ex fi ( 0.95 sin g i + 0.05) t i

Zref . i


18.4 k w k ex fi ( 0.95 sin g i + 0.05) 
 Bap + E
 cos b n cb A´1.36
e
n cb A´1.36


e



K exp × K shape × K pat × K ang .....................(14)

The coefficient of the effect exerted by kinematic cutting angle on the cutting force Zref of a sharp cutting bit:
=
K ang 0.012 dKI +

0.42 E
......................................................................................................................................................(15)
E + 3.45

where
δkikinematic angle of cutting...................................................................................................................................................... [°]
Considering deviation of cutting bits χm under wear of cutting bit holders, the cutting angle δki and clearance angle
αki are given by:
0,6


3k 
 Dcl 0 + K cb × K cs × K D  w  Ae1.46 TL 10 −6 




 n po 
di dki 0 ± arctan 
=
 .........................................................................................(15а)
l shank







0,6


 3 kw 
Ae1.46 TL 10 −6 
 Dcl 0 + K cb × K cs × K D 

 .......................................................................................(15b)
 n cb 
=
ai aki 0 ± arctan 


l shank







where
δki0, αki0
design and clearance angles of cutting at χm=0................................................................................................. [°]
Δcl0
initial clearance between a new cutting bit holder and the cutting bit shank...................................... [mm]
lshank
length of the cutting bit shank....................................................................................................................... [mm]
Кcb, КΔ, Кcs coefficients to account for the effect exerted on the cutting bit holder wear by the number of cutting
bits in a cutting line, the clearances Δcl between the new cutting bit and the cutting bit holder and the
cross section В×Н of the cutting bit shank....................................................................................................... [-]
TL
cutting life of a cutting bit................................................................................................................................ [km]
The latter formulas assume the sign ‘plus’ for the cutting bit in the steady-state backward position and the sign
‘minus’ for the cutting bit in the steady state front position.
The resulting expression for δi and αi allow calculating the forces of cutting and advance for a working organ
with taking into account variable kinematic angles of cutting and clearance within the operating life of a cutting
bit.
The calculation of the advance force for a blunt cutting bit, Yi, the lateral force Xi, as well as the total values of
the cutting force Fu, advance Yu and the lateral force Xu on the working organ, considering the expressions obtained
above, is continued using the algorithm from the industry standard.

E. Calculation of Force Balance on a Drum
Due to irregular spacing, the loads vary on cutting bits within a revolution of a drum even when it is assumed that
the advance rate of a cutter-loader and the strength characteristics of coal are constant. A criterion of variability of
loads in the calculation of a cutting bit pattern on a drum is accepted to be the coefficient of variation in the total
cutting force per one rotation of a drum:
=
n1u

1
Fu

1
K

k

∑(F
g =1

nug

− Fu )2 ......................................................................................................................................................(16)

where
К
number of the considered positions of the working organ;
Fuγ
total force of cutting in a γ-th position of the drum.
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With the smaller ν1u, the drum loads are more balanced.
It has been found that, depending on the number and
pattern of cutting bits, ν1u = 0.01 - 0.2, which is rather
a wide range. In case that the calculation by (16) yields
ν1u > ν1, the pattern of cutting bits must be reconsidered
and the loads are to be recalculated by undertaking steps
C and D above.

3 Automated System and
Application Package
The electronic database on cutability of coal beds and
the above-described algorithm have made the ground
for development of an automated system and application package for computation of the parameters of
working organs for specific operating conditions.
As was mentioned above, the optimized pattern of
cutting bits in a specific operating environment has the
minimized coefficient of variation in the circumferential force of cutting. Therefore, in our case, the drum design uses the relation between the variation coefficient
ν1u and cross-effect of the input parameters Zу, Zn.у and
the adjustment parameter α.
The index Аe is calculated using the subsystem for estimation of application conditions of a working organ.
Before starting the subsystem, the algorithm collects
and processes the necessary input data on cutability of
a specific coal bed. After the input data processing, the
cut depth hmax is calculated. Later on, the algorithm calculates the steps t´ki and number of cutting lines in the
end and face areas of the drum. The calculated data are
filed. Then, the number of cutting bits and their setting
angles on the drum are computed. As a result of the calculations, the dynamic data array is generated to store
data on setting angles of the cutting bits.
At the next stage, the algorithm calculates the force
of cutting, advance and the lateral force on the cutting
bits of the working organ. The loads are calculated for
each i-th cutting bit, considering the cut depth hi at each
analyzed position of the working organ. The number of
the analyzed positions of the drum is assumed to be not
less than 18. Based on the calculated forces on the cutting bits, the total forces on the drum are evaluated. The
final goal of the computation is minimization of the coefficient ν1u characterizing variation in the circumferential cutting force per single rotation of the drum.
The pattern of the cutting bits on the drum to be
consistent with the value of ν1u is printed out, and the
algorithm is considered completed.
Thus, the proposed algorithm and programme support allow, using the electronic database on cutability
of coal beds, computation of optimized parameters for
working organs of cutter-loaders for specific operating
conditions.
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Mining is an industry in transition. Mobile technology can help to increase the efficiency and to acquire and relay data from anywhere. Thus, mobile
computers and tablets have to address mobile
computing requirements in harsh environments.
Mining • Efficiency • Internet of things •
Supplier • Equipment • Mobile computing

Mining in Transition
Due to increasing challenges mining is an industry in
transition and technology is more and more being employed in order to meet efficiency goals. Mobile technology can help to drive up efficiency in mining processes.

Mobile Technology in general
When the word ‘mobile’ is mentioned it most likely invokes an image of a smart phone and, for some, the cellular network infrastructure that enables it. Indeed, in
many parts of the world the word ‘cellular’ or just ‘cell’ is
interchangeable or even preferable to the word ‘mobile’
when talking about handsets. However, the benefits of
mobile technology aren’t limited to the consumer sector.
The use of mobile technology is quite different in
concept from cellular technology; mobile literally
means free to move and this is a quality that is becoming increasingly important in many sectors, including
mining.

disparate systems, such as traffic control and ventilation.
However, the environment puts specific demands on the
infrastructure; line of sight wireless communication in a
deep mine can be impeded by the surroundings (typically ore-laden rock), so while WLAN technology is
the preferred solution, its implementation can be much
more challenging than in a modern factory, for example.
An important aspect of that environment is its propensity to change; mining involves the removal of material, so the landscape is forever changing. This demands
not only a robust infrastructure but one that can be rapidly adjusted. In this respect, it is much more ‘mobile’
than a typical cellular network. The equipment used in
mining can also represent obstacles to signals; multipath transmission can cause an overall degradation in
signal quality in a wireless network; something that will
be much more prevalent in an environment where large
RF-reflective obstacles are constantly moving.

Robust mobile Computers and
distributed Systems
For these reasons, the industry is still evaluating technology and looking for an optimal solution, but some
Fig. 1: Rugged JLT computer in the cab of a mining vehicle
in one of Boliden’s Swedish gold mines, highlighting
its versatility and durability.

Challenges in Mining Environment
The challenge is that the mining environment isn’t always conducive with the needs of relatively sensitive
electronic equipment like a smart phone. Moreover,
creating an infrastructure that supports mobile technology in a mine holds many challenges, but they are
challenges that are being met, for very good reasons.
This is a significant period in the history of mining,
an industry that has historically enjoyed high margins. Due to the increasing challenges in finding and
extracting natural resources the industry is now turning to technology to help improve overall efficiency.
Primarily, this can be achieved through the acquisition
and analysis of data. This is a proven formula; other
industries already employ advanced data acquisition
techniques coupled with data analytics to drive up efficiency in manufacturing, transport and distribution.
The first tentative step towards a more data-centric
environment was taken with the move from VHF to
digital radios, which supported a higher volume of data
transmission. This enabled greater integration between
Funk:
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Fig. 2: The Verso 12
is one of the latest in a
range of touch-screen
rugged tablets introduced by JLT Mobile
Computers to address
mobile computing
requirements in harsh
environments, including mining.
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aspects are already well established, such as the use of
robust mobile computers. Ruggedized laptops offer one
solution but they aren’t the optimal solution; there is
already a shift away from distributed data acquisition
with local storage, towards a more centralised approach.
Again, this is an evolution that has been apparent in
other industries.
The next step in modernising the mining industry is,
therefore, putting mobile computers into every vehicle
in the mine (Fig. 1), allowing them to acquire and relay
data from anywhere, including quite literally the coal
face.
This clearly has implications on the design of the mobile computer; it needs to be designed to withstand the
harshest environments, while still being truly mobile
(Fig. 2). But the benefits are clear.
Enabling greater integration between the assets of a
mine will undoubtedly bring efficiency gains. The ability to connect more aspects of an operation will deliver
immediate benefits in every aspect of mining. Today,
distributed systems rely on a back office for data analysis, but tomorrow will bring greater intelligence to the
system, allowing increased autonomy and automation.

Automated Mines
There are already examples of mines today that are almost entirely automated; this trend will naturally ex-

tend to larger mines in less remote areas. While this
technological evolution is largely confined to ore mines
today, there is every reason to expect it to be adopted in
other areas of mining in the future.
Along with robustness and flexibility, closely coupled
with the latest technology – features that are common
to all industrial computing applications – a critical aspect of the infrastructure needed to support this in the
mining industry will be mobility, for both the equipment and the infrastructure.
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